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The Problem. This study was conducted to examine
Iowa secondary school principals' perceptions of administra-
tive tasks as to the importance of the task and the expertise
needed to manage the task.
Procedure. A questionnaire was sent to randomly
selected Iowa secondary school principals to obtain their
perceptions. The data was placed in groups based on enroll-
ment of the school and the nurn.ber of years as an administra-
tor. A two-factor analysis of variance was used to test
for significance. When significance was found a mul t.LpLe
range test was employed.
Findings. Importance was significant among principals
of differing years of experience in the following tasks:
students' rights, informing the superintendent, and plant
management. Expertise was significant among the principals
in the task of plant management.
Importance was significant among principals of
schools of differing enrollment in the following tasks: dele-
gation of responsibility, faculty meetings, plant management,
and distribution of funds. Expertise was signif£cant among
the principals in the following tasks: evaluation, faculty
meetings, and distribution of funds.
Conclusions. While some differences were found to
exist, the results of the study did not conclusively support
the research hypotheses. The following conclubions can be
drawn from this study: (l} differences in experience as
secondary schoOl principals had no major effect on percep-
tions of importance or expertise required to manage specific
administrative tasks. (2) Secondary school enrollment had
no major effect on secondary school principals' perceptions
of importance or expertise required to manage specific
administrative tasks.
Recommendations. Agencies and institutions responsib
for conducting secondary school principal training programs
or inservice programs should not consider years of experience
as a principal or the enrollment of the school the principals
administer as factors in the development of training programs.
Agencies and institutions engaged in training or in service
programs for principals should examine their programs in re-
gard to the tasks that principals perceived as being most
important and requiring the most expertise.
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BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
'llhe tasks of the· secondary school pzIncIpeLshd p
have increased and changed considerably in the past one
hundred years. Edmonson, Roemer and Bacon described these
changes in the principalship when they wrote:
in
. Its evolution may be divided into five
stages. First, I of the one room
secondary school had fluence mainly with the
pupi his own classes. ond ,'ihen two or
more teachers were required in the school, one
was designated as head or principal. His
chief duty, aside from teaching a full
of classes, was that of maintaining disc#'J~~U~
Th ,as school continued to , several
s were , and the res ibilit
influence of the prine 1 His
1 ip broad , and gan to exert a
more vital influence over the pupils of the
, the program offered, and relations
community. Fourth, the point was final
reached, as the school continued to grow, where
inc was reasingly freed from teaching
duties. He was now in a better position to de-
vote his attention to the school as a whole.
Such matters as supervision, discipl , organiza-
tion, c relations, personnel work were
given more Fifth, as 1 en-
rollment increased still r
schools became and complex organizations,
vice Is, deans, s of r
and cler I he became rt s 1
()L z a t.i.on , The incipal came more and more
sional as tails of istration and
of s ts were cente these var
inistrative assistants. tion
at of coordinat ef of all ind iduals
er him, 1 s a whole,
1
2keeping in tOlichwith outside agencies, and
devoti.ng attention to professio~al improve-
ments and progressive programs.
As schools became more complex, the tasks of the
principal have changed. These changes can be attributed,
not only to the increasing complexity of the school, but
to many factors that have permeated the social fabric of
society. Changing lifestyles, shifts in priorities of
parents and students, new social expectations and values,
the increase in litigation, changing expectations of
teachers, and student unrest are some of the factors that
have also contributed to the changing tasks of the prin-
cipal. External pressures have mandated changes in the
role of the secondary principalship. Leonard E. Kraft
recognized this when he wrote:
These are exciting times for those who are
interested studying the role of the secondary
school principal. Few administrative roles are
more vulnerable to the changing demands of
society.2
Changes in the role of the secondary school prin-
cipalship and the resultant changes in tasks, due to this
changing role, have forced the principal to reorganize this
perception of tasks and their relative importance to the
lJ. B. Edmonson, Joseph Roemer, and Francis Bacon,
Administration of the Modern Second School (New York:
an , pp.
E. Kra
in Action (New York: Wm.
3position. Kraftplaccs focus on thIs reorganization when
he stated:
Two major challenges confront our public schools
today. (1) The-changing·concept of the world in
which we live, and (2) the development of the
ability to cope with change. l
The adaptability of the principal to cope with
change and not to become frustrated is a challenge to each
principal. Author Robert McGee, as quoted by Kraft, in-
dicated that one possible factor in the ability to accept
changes may be dependent upon the maturity and administra-
tive experience level of the principal. McGee emphasized
his feelings when he wrote: "There is a standard built in
hazard of maturity and experience which centers around the
2temptation to refer to the 'good old days'." McGee felt
that experienced administrators often become frustrated by
the rapid changes and their effects on education. McGee
impl d that the administrator with more experience and
maturity may try to solve today's problems with yesterday's
solutions.
Research by the National Association of Secondary
School Principals s been conducted in the area of school
enrollment and s pos ble importance to the administrator.
The increase in school ze in the early 1950's and the
1960's was a result of the rapid birth rate after War War
1Kraft, p. 5.
2Kra r p. 64.
4In the 1970's, school enrollment leveled off and began
decline. This decline started another increase in the
of schools because of consolidation school dis-
and inner city schools. The summary of the research
by the National As soc.i.at.Lon of secondary School
..LHI,..;..Ll-Juls poses the following questions in regard to
size:
(1) Does the trend toward larger schools imply
different formal and on the job t.raining? (2) ~-vhat
administrative competencies will be required with
larger schools, more programs, greater public
demands for accountability! and ser i ous shortcomings
in faculty competence?l
The report further concluded in its summary:
Size factors are fundamental in the management
of any organization. Changes in size cause a
ripple effect of communications, interpersonal re-
lationships, leadership expectations, control
procedures, and budget administration, for instance,
To be successful in 1977, the principal must employ
procedures effective in larger institutions,
cedures perhaps unwarranted or unneces in the
smaller school of 1965. In sum, the typical
principalship required different professional
skills in 1977 based on the single factor of shifts
in school size. When the many other tors of
change over the past decade are added to school
size, the rvasive transformation of the job can
be more clearly viewed. 2
IDavid R. Byrne, Susan A. Hines and
McCleary, The Senior Hi
(Reston, 9 a:
Principals, 1978), p. 61.
2 Byrne et al., p. 43.
5Statement of the Problem
The study was conducted to determine secondary
principals 1 perceptions of import.ance of identified
and their perceptions of expertise to manage those
tasks.
Ra t.iol1a'le
The changing demands of society and the increasing
lexity of the school setting have been factors in the
ing of tasks of the secondary school principal. It is
to have knowledge of practicing secondary school
ipals perceptions of tasks that are job related. As
stated by the National Association of Secondary School Prin-
cipals, the training programs for perspective principals and
the inservice programs for practicing incipals may to
be revised. Investigation into the effects of the factors
of school size and administrative experience on the prin-
cipals' perceptions can give further focus and direction in
meeting the challenges and demands of the principalsh
Purpose. oithe st_udy
The purpose of this study was to obtain practici
principals' perceptions of importance of identified tasks
and the perceived amount of expertise needed to manage each
given task. For the purpose of an is, the variab s of
experience school size were examined to determine if
6significant in the identifying of the perceived
of tasks and the expertise required to manage
tasks.
Significance of the Study
Awareness of practicing principals' perceptions can
very useful in the selection of course content in gradu-
schools and the choosing of topics for administrative
and inservice programs. If factors of size and/or
experience do affect to a significant degree the principals'
of importance and/or expertise required, it
be beneficial to have administrative workshops and
inservices that are grouped according to school size and/or
~~.p~.Lience of administrator.
the
aUllLLH.i.S
au..m.LHiS
tose
3. There are no differences
The following null hypotheses were tested:
1. There are no differences concerning
ceived importance of each administrative of secondary
princip of varying administrative experience.
2. are no fferences concerning the per-
ceived of istrat of
of f
7~..I\.I-'O;::J.. ience .
4. There are no differences concerning the per-
expertise required to manage each administrative
of secondary principals of schools of differing size
s.
Definitions
Secondary Principals of varying administrative
experience. Principals of varying administrative experience
were systematically selected and divided into three distinct
categories. Breakdown of the three categories are as f01-
lows:
1. One through eight years.
2. Nine through twelve years.
3. Thirteen through highest.
Secondary Principals of schools of differing Slze
categories. Principals of schools of differing sizes were
systematically selected and divided into three distinct
categories. Breakdown of
lows:
three categories is as £01-
1. 32 to 200 student enrollment in the top three
grades.
2. 201 to 400 student enrollment in the top three
grades.
3. 401 and above student enrollment in the top three
grades.
8Assumptions
It is assumed that the principals' reported percep-
are a true indication of their actual feelings in r e -
to the identified tasks they were asked to rate.
Limitations
1. This study is limited to a set number of identified
tasks as determined by a review of literature.
2. This study only includes Iowa secondary school
principals.
3. Only public secondary school principals
of Iowa are incorporated in this study.
the stat.e
Organizat.ion t.he Study
Chapter 1 presents t.he background of the ie, t.he
problem, the rationale, and the significance of the study.
Chapter 2 is a review of literature as it pert.a
to this study.
Chapter 3 describes the designs of this study and
the met.hodology that. will be used.
Chapter 4 cont.ains a statistical analysis of the
collected data.
Chapt.er 5 present.s a discus~ion of result.s of s
study and their possible implications for future studies.
Chapt.er 2
RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE
Overview
The tracing of major events in the development of
American education provides information that is useful to a
better understanding of the complex tasks presently con-
fronting principals of today's public secondary schools.
As Ovard stated:
. . To give him {the principal) some basis for
the right decision making, he [the principal]
should know some of the history, major events, and
objectives that have shaped A.rnerican education.
Only by such a study can he [the principal] have
the ight into the changing society and its
effect on secondary school. l
The effective principal needs to keep abreast of
the changing attitudes of society and the demands that are
placed upon the schools. As stated in the Senior Jiig~
School Principalship summary report:
The increased complexity of schools requires
that the principal assume new management tasks.
Time dema~d problems are large caused by serious
management overload. Severe erial problems
th the dramatic increase school s e
which occurred between 1965 and 1977. An overload
in such matters as supervision and discipl
len F'. avard,
School (New 66) ,
9
10
resulted fromt.his growth. Meanwhile new de-
mands came from parents, teachers, and students
for accessibility to the principal. To continue
the brief scenario, externally imposed require-
ments such as due process, accountability, union
contracts r mandated programs, and similar demands
added to the management overload. l
The tasks of the principal have become more complex
as schools have grown in size and have expanded their func-
tions. These developments have created challenges for
those who are principals as well as those who seek to be-
come principals. Kamm, Raubinger and sumption stated:
•. . some who aspire to become a principal have
little conception of the demands and possibilities
of the position. . . . The truth is that although
many seek to become principals, there is a short-
age of those who are really prepared to take on the
task of leadership.2
In order to gain an understanding of what knOWledge
and skills are necessary t.o perform effectively as a prin-
c 1. furt.her research must conducted as to how
practicing principals perceive their jobs and the importance
identi with the tasks they perform. Jacobson, Reavis
and Logsdon give support for the call for further research
this area when they stated:
The experience of persons who have held
principalships and the professional literature
D. Thomson, The Senior
The
a 1
Fredrick M. Raubinger and Me e R.
~':;~;~~.:.:~'.~:l:'::"'_~~~..I::::~-=::~,:,~_,::!.:.~~r_:::::~S~c:.:'.h,:-=o:::o:::.:::l_ (Co1urnb us f
I p. 59.
a
time, energy,
town city aohoo
tasks that incipals are
greatly in importance.
are little more than clerical;
momentous consequences both to
and to the principals concerned.
the responsibilities of the principalship can
neglected, it is apparent that those "'lTho occupy
this position should a comprehensive
understandi of demands must be me t.,
Mere knowledge these responsibilities, howevez,
is not sufficient to insure successful formance.
Their relative importance also must be clearly
understood.!
the
demands
This chapter will include literature, major
and the changing demands that have necessitated
In the principalship and the tasks confront
present-day principals. The related research reviewed in
is chapter will be presented as f'o I.Lows e
1. The development of American education and of
the secondary school principalship prior to 1950 will be
traced. After 1950 the principalship began to become more
complex. As stated by Kellams: "Educational administra-
tion as a science or even a discipline historically began
around the year 1950.,,2
2. The important factors that have influenced
Ipaul B. Jacobson, James D.
Reavis, The Effect School Pr
New Jersey:
Logsdon and William C.
( lewood Cliffs,
/ p. 3.
2Darrell Kellams,
its Devel
ary
12
the public schools and the tasks of the secondary
from the 1950 1 s t o the present time (1980) will
investigated.
Part I: The Development of American Education
and of Hie Secondary School Principalship
Prior to 19-50
The exact date of the first secondary school prin-
and the first principal are not known. However,
is known that the principalship predates the superin-
and the elementary principalship. Jacobson et al.
stated: liThe high school principalship is the oldest admin-
istrative position in American education."l
Early American schools were modeled after the
European schools. The emphasis of these schools was to
prepare students for one of the professions such as law,
medicine or religion. Because of the selectiveness of these
early schools and the narrowness of the curriculum, very
few youngsters of school attended school. Therefore,
most young people did not receive any type of formal edu-
cation. In addition to the narrowness of the curricuhun and
the selectiveness of the early runerican schools, probab
the most paramount reason for non-attendance was that a
formal education was not necessary in the Obtaining of
employment. As Karn:m et al. stated: "Perhaps as :many as
1Jacobson et al., p. 491.
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pUblic high schools were in operation in 1860, but they
small, selective, and served very few of the boys and
s of secondary school age. 1I 1 The abundance of jobs re-
manual labor and the lack of child labor laws meant
the very young through the own desire, or at times
force, entered the labor market.
Because of the small enrollment, the earIy second-
school principal served primarily as a teacher who wa s
~ecognized as the head teacher or master teacher and was in
charge of one or two other teachers in the school. The
principal's in-school tasks were not great in number as
his/her job was just emerging and the meagerness of enrol1-
roent meant that his/her main in-school task was to teach.
However, r.here were a number of out-of-school tasks assac
ated with the job of headmaster. Jacobson et al. elaborated
on some of the dut s or tasks that. were part of the pr Lri-
cipa1 ls job when he/she was not in the schoolhouse:
The duties of master or principal of the early
colonial secondary school were extremely varied.
In addition to teaching and adminis ng his
school, he often served as town clerk, church
chorister, official visitor of the sick, bell~
ringer of the church, grave digger, court messenger
and rformed other occasional duties. 2
A speci c example of in-school tasks associated th
an early American administrator is noted by F. C. Ensign
1Kan~ et al., p. 4.
2Jacobson et ale
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wheri he ,,,,rote:
. and 'V'lhile we look to Ezekiel Cheever as a
great school master and educational authority, he
was not in the modern sense, an administrator, he
taught and flogged and wrote. He inspired boys,
he stood a worthy type of citizenship in his com-
munitYr but his administrative duties were limited
to the routine of a little school and, at most, to
an organization requiring but one teacher in addi-
tion to himself. l
The tasks associated with the principalship began
to change and increase in number as cities began to grow in
population as a result of the American Industrial Revolution.
The task of inspecting and examining the performance of
other teachers became a duty of the principal in the larger
cities. As Jacobson et al. noted:
As early as 1867 the principals in some of the
schools in Boston were relieved of their teach
duties part of each day, and in other schools
one or two half days a week were set aside for in-
spection and examination of classes other than
t.he i ?elr own.-
The growth of the c es brought about an increase in
schools' enrollment. The population movement from small
towns and rural areas was not the only reason that schoo
began to grow in enrollment. Immiqrants from Europe, Asia
and other parts of the world came to }\Jnerican c ies to
find loyment and hopefully security for their f 1 s.
C. Ensign,flEvolution of the High School Prin-
School Review XXXI (March 1923), 181-182,
p. 492. .
IF.
cipalship,fI
cited by ac;::>b!30rl"El:-~aT:-;
2Jacobson et al., pp. 494-495.
schools began to increase in enrollment, the
principal began to become more complex and
15
con-
The following statement by Pierce indicates the
of the principals' tasks the city schoolSt
By the middle of the nineteenth century the
of the principalship in large cities was
as follows: (I} a teaching male principal was
controlling head school; (2) •••
primary departments had women principals
direction of the male principal~ and(3}
principal had prescribed duties which were limited
largely to discipline, routine administrat acts,
and grading of pupils in various rooms. l
a result of increased population in the 1 the era
the small select school came to an end and that
school began. The coming of age of the public
a dominant type of school was slow in
As noted by Kamm et al.: "By 1890, though it was still
small in number and had a total enrollment of only slightly
more than 200,000, the public high school had emerged as a
dominate type of secondary school.
Another factor that led to the growth in the enroll~
ment of public schools was the changing attitude of the
American public concerning the need for an education. It
was observed by Ovard that:
2Kamm et al., p. 6.
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The technological advances during the 1920's
arid the great depression during the 1930's created
a strong new feeling that chiLdren needed to have
a high school education. Such attitudes 'livers made
into laws. By 194D, the free public high school
not only existed, but every child was expected to
be enrolled unless an exception wa s granted through
established legal agencies. l
education had some important implications in re-
to the tasks of the secondary principal. For the
sttime,the principal was required to manage all school
age children regardless of the child's desire to go to
school. The keeping of attendance records and making sure
that truancy was kept to a minimum became important func-
tions of the principal and his staff.
As early as 1938, the complexity of the educational
process began to take on new dimensions. The emergence of
the public hi school, mandatory attendance, and the
of societal attitudes toward the necessity of an
education brought about a change in emphasis regarding the
of the curriculum and the needs of all students. An
indication of the curriculum to meet student needs was
cited in the New York entis report of 1938. The follow-
ing excerpt was taken from the report.
What has become increasingly clear is that school
exper es must be planned in terms of life goals
of ado scent boys and g Is, rather than the tra-
d ional acad patterns, and that these goals
must be suit the astonish diversity that
exists in respect to abilit s, needs and interests.
1. d 96Ovar· r p. .
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Same years ago the success of the secondary
school might. have been estimated from the sub--
sequent college careers of its studentst today
the criterion must be sought in the relevancy
of high school offerings to the needs of the
entire population. l
As early as 1913, committees for the Commission on
the Reorganization of Secondary Education were aware that
there was a need to change and expand the public schools'
goals. "The principals spoke of citizenship education,
vocational education, an enriched curriculum, and more
attention to those students (then a majority) who did not
plan to go on to college."2 As the curriculum began to
expand and special educational programs were started, the
tasks of the secondary principal spread beyond the basic
educational core of subjects into the areas of curriculum
development and evaluation of programs. Knezevich pointed
out that a change was needed in the appraisal of the
secondary principals I tasks when he stated: "The introduc-
tion of special subjects and special teachers demands a
more realistic appraisal of the role (tasks) of the chief
administrator of a public secondary school attendance
cente r q ll 3
-----------
lRuth E. E rt and Thomas D. Marsh 11 When Youth
Leave School (New York: The r!IcGral'l1 -Hill Book Company F ) f
pp. 3-4, cited by Karam et . J p. 20.
2Kamm et al., p. 8.
3stephen J. Knez ch,
~~~~~~on (New York: Harper &
In addition to the emphas
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placed on meeting ·the
of students through expanding the cur'r-LcuLum, there
to be more emphasis on the development of extra-
activities which in turn added to the expanding
t of tasks to be performed by the secondary school prin-
1. Reference to this was given by Jacobson et ala
they stated:
The organization and supervision of the extra-
curricular duties in both elementary and high
school have become increasingly important since
1920. How such duties are cared for cons tutes
a challenge to the principal's competence as a
school administrator.
From the relatively few school associated adminis-
trative tasks of the early 1800's has emerged a growing
list of tasks associated with the performance of a prin-
cipalship. Factors such as the American Industrial Revolu<-
tion, the growth of cities, mandatory education, e-
ments in technology and meeting the needs of the st.udent in
school activities as well as in extracurricular activit s
have added considerably to the demands on the principal
and subsequently to the tasks associated with the prin-
cipalship.
Overshadowing these prementioned factors of e
and them at every was the influx of people
from rural communit s and from foreign countries. It is no
1 . .Jacobson et al., p. 496.
as to
was more more
In a 1948 report in the ixth Yearbook of
the American Association of School Administrators, the
following statement was made concerning the role of the
school.
To the public school, unique among
tions, falls the task of providing the
through which its students develop the
complement of patterns necessary to
the democratic experiment. Among them
IWilliam A. Yea
(Pittsburgh: University of
22-23.
2Harlan L. Hagman,
Public Schools (YorK, P_ ....._-,
Company, 1951), p. 17.
titu-
experiences
fullest
suoce s s of
are the
, pp.
ress
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patterns of home.....maker, skillful artificer of
thing's and ideals, appreciator of the beautiful,
wise buyer and consumer, intelligent chooser
from among alternative and often conflicting
moral goals, policy maker and myriads more.••.1
As society became more complex, the demands and
expectations made by society on the schools' function and
overall administration have increased. These demands have
changed the role of the principal and the tasks that he
performs. As stated by Knezevich: "The role of the second-
ary administrator has changed as the institution's purposes
2
and pupils have changed."
Until the 1950's, the purpose of the secondary
school was defined and the goals of Americanization of
immigrants and minorities were prime tasks the schools.
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education were subtle and slow in developing. Conse-
r the increasing role of the secondary school prin-
and his/her associated tasks were relatively slow in
loping and expanding. 'l'he past thirty years .(1950-1980)
led to a change in the slow development of the tasks
associated with the principalship that had previously pre-
vailed. Factors from within the school as well as from
outside the school have promoted the addition of tasks and
have changed the role of the principal at a r~pid and some-
t.Lme s alarming rate.
The dec ea of the fifties, sixties and seventies
ushered in the realization that the lofty goals of the
Americanization process were being challenged as well as
other democratic pr ipIes and beli s. In order to cope
with this real ation, the pr ipal has had to obtain new
knowledge and expertise in areas of importance to the
secondary school inc Is
Paramount to the changes that have occurred
at thir years 1950-1980, are the ch ing values
t s of Ame r ican soci which have had an influ-
ence on the schools and the tasks of the principalship.
so-call "melting" which impl that
ants wou assimi American culture and
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~come equal in'all aspects to other Americans fell
d,isrepute during this period. It had been the task of the
schools to provide the needed general ingredients that were
necessary to Americanize immigrants and minority groups in
America. As noted by Epps, this task has had some over-
riding diverse effects:
Both assimilative and discriminative forces
are apparent in the monocultural curriculum of the
schools and the systemat relationship between
schooling and social mob ity. The assimilative
force has made it possible for the children of
Poles, Germans, Swedes, Italians, and Irishmen to
blend wi the descendants of earlier European
immigrants. On the other hand, the discriminative
force has made it extremely difficult the
children of recent immigrants and racial minorities
to acquire the quality and quantity of education
required for successful competition in the occupa- I
tional system of an urganized technological society.
The American of the ear
or
t.s
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backgrounds of minority groups and imm.igrants. The devel-
opment of a pluralistic society and the changing values of
the society were viewed by Watson:
During the 20 year period from 1954 to 1974
this nation was confronted with a number of cri-
tical issues: war, civil rights activity, equal
oppor t.un i.t.y , civil disorder and a growing mistrust
of public institutions. An examination of the
critical issues reveals t'li'lO primary themes. The
first is characterized by American's confrontation
with the reality of pluralism, a confrontation
brought on by the demise of the myth of the
"melting pot" and a consequent quickening of the
struggle for equality waged by various ethnic and
minority groups. The second theme is characterized
by a crisis in meaning precipitated by a grov<ling
disillusionment regarding many aspects of American
society and the conseque£t challenges to societal
values and institutions.
Watson conCluded:
. the most critical challenge facing school
administrators is that of reorientating their
spect s and behaviors to relate to the reality
of pluralism and to the shift in values
that the schools may achieve ir lofty goals.
The rise of cultural pluralism and the struggle for
equality of ethnic and minority groups has led to many
issues and concerns that have permeated virtually all of
society and in turn the schools. Issues and concerns t t
school administrators were ill prepared to deal with
nard C. Natson, "Issues Confronting Educa anal
Administrators, 1954-1974," ational Admi
Developing De s, eds. Lavern ... . '
and Ralph o. Ny (Berkeley, Californic:: McCutchan
Publishing Corporation, 1977), p. 67.
2Watson, p. 44.
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effec.tively have arisen from within as well as from outside
the school~ In an effort to meet these societal issues and
concerns, a rapid expansion of the tasks and challenges of
the secondary school principalship ensued. Criticism and
concern for the nation's schools abounded as Ovard observed:
Since 1950, the concern about and criticism
of our public schools have multiplied, divided,
and multiplied. Seldom have so many newapapez s ,
magazines, journals, periodicals, and books
featured education as the center piece of
journalistic endeavor. l
In the remainder of this chapter! the researcher
will reveal some of the implications and realities of cul-
tural pluralism, societal changes and the changing nature of
secondary school st:udents that have led to the increasing
number of tasks for the principal in the past thirty years
(1950-1980). The following areas will be investigated as
contr ting to the increase in tasks of the secondary
school principal: (1) Changing Expectations of Society,
(2) Student Activism, (3) Teacher Activism and (4) The
Courts and the Schools.
ions of Soci
Cultural pluralism has led to many changes in which
groups of people demanded a voice the development and
implementation of programs in the secondary schools. As
Gorton observed: "If there is one great truth that is
1
-Ovard, p. 84.
through to education nO\..;- ..'
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is this: the people of
ghetto, the poor, and the powerless are demanding and
have involvement in our .schools. 1,1 Not only were de-
being made from different groups, there were demands
that principals had not previously encountered. As Watson
wrote:
In what was really a very short period of
time, American schools had to adjust to a new
context of pOlicy making and governance, balancing
all of the new participants and priorities while
they tried to create effective responses to major
societal problems whose roots lay within and out-
side the i~~ediate sphere of education. The task
fell most heavily on the shoulders of school
administrators whose positions in the school
hierarchy and in the intersteces between school
and society made them agents through which the 2
current of change were translated into the schools.
It appears that most of the social issues and events
during the past thirty years (1950-1980) have had some
effect on the American school system and in most instances
on the tasks of the principal. In the majority of stances,
the schools were either blamed for the existence of a condi-
tion or they were expected to alleviate the condition. As
Natsoll. st.a t.ed :
2Wa tson, p. 77.
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Virtually all of the issues with which
Americans struggled in the period 1954-1974
had a profound impact on the schools..•. Every
aspect of schooling from governance, financing,
student and employee personnel practices (hiring,
assigning, promot.Lnq , testing, evaluating, dis-
ciplining and so on), curricular content, school
communitY relations, and policy making came under
attack.
In response to these attacks, principals attempted
to become more politically orientated and to deal with the
task of trying to develop sound school community relations.
A study conducted by the National Parent Teacher Associa-
tion confirmed the need for better school community rela-
tions when it revealed that " half of the local P.T.A.
organizations that were surveyed, parent-school relation-
ships were in difficulty.n 2 Principals found that it was
difficult to identify the power structure of the community
as the effects of pluralism has led to groups having con-
siderable power that were previously without clout.
Burlingame emphasized this when he wrote:
On the local scene for example, communities
are more diverse, expectations and demands for
resources are more ambiguous and vocal, power and
authorit-y are more diffuse, and pUb~ic part~cipa- 3
tion in affa s of the schools 18 more 1ntense.
l~'lat.son , p. 73.
2e . Ryan, "Parent Power: Prelude to Dialogue,"
~o~pact, III (April 1969), 30-33, cited by Gorton.
\1artin Bur lingame, D. Combs,
Sergiovanni Paul W. Thurston,
and Administration ( Lewood eLL 1,
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Identification of.the sources of community power
was a difficult task but not as difficult as working with
some of the groups once they were known. For many of these
groups, this was the first time that they had clout and they
intended to use it to gain and maintain as much control as
possible over the school. The principal found that dealing
effectively wi·th a pluralistic community was difficult. As
Gorton observed: "An inescapable conclusion is that the
task of maintaining and improving school community reLa-:
tions is a challenging and sometimes frustrating one."l
Even though the task of community relations is a difficult
one, it is a task that must be handled effectively by pr
cipals to provide communication and understanding. As
1 Administration:
"A major task of educational leadership is to restore to the
1-·1' sense of s ecur i.t.y and confidence in the schools." 2pun. rc a
In order to achieve the goal of restoring confidence the
school t the schools began to provide additional services
and to accept added responsibilities as a means to solve
inequities and societal problems. This was emphas ed by
Drake and Roe when they
1Gorton.
"Educators, naively
2James Jones, Jackson C. Salisbury-and Ralph L.
1 Arl 'nistratjon (New Yoyk~ McGrawSp'enlcer t Seconc<a,<ffil.· . c .. - 1. ", - J...
11 Company,
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responded with pleas for more resources and more time with
children as a means to solve society's prOblems.,,1 If
these inequities and problems could be resolved, are-
establishment of trust by t.he public in the American school
system could result. To achieve this end, larqer attend-
ance units were created so that specialized personnel could
be hired and special facilities made available to the stu-
dent population that would have been of extreme cost per
pupil at a smaller attendance center. This increase of
services brought about an increase in tasks that the prin-
cipal had to perform. As ,Jones observed: II Another con-
tributing factor to the complexity of leadership in the
secondary school has been the increased school services. n2
The task of the principal was not only that of
additional supervision and evaluation of the personnel in
the added service area but the incipal also to become
knm",ledgeable of the programs and the contents of those
programs in h building. In conjunction with these new
tasks, the principal was required to gain expert in the
areas support services in the school strict. Burlinqarrte
emphasized this when he wrote:
_._---_._---
lThelbert L. Drake a William H. Roe, The
Principalship (New York: l"lCl.L-Hc..Lllan Publishing
1:980), p. 381.
2Jones et
1 Inc ~ f
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Of particular importance is their (the
principals') knowledge about and assessment of
the capabilities of specialists available from
the central office of the district. In this
capacity, principals can bring district resources
to bear" on particular problems of the school. l
Knezevich contended that the principal should seek the
services and utilize the specialists available to his school
in order to help teachers do a more effective job when he
stated:
The instructional leadership role of the
principal is one of marshalling resources--
human and material--that classroom teachers re-
quire to perform effectively. .. A principal
fulfills his role as instructional leader by
helping teachers obtain consultant services
needed to do a more effective job, rather than
by attempting to supervise teachers himself. 2
The task of program supervision has become so specialized
that the principal is well advised to utilize the central
office and district services in the supervision of special
programs. The changing expectations of society-have brought
about subsequent changes in America's secondary schools.
These changing expectatiQns and the unique expectations
brought forth by ethnic and minority groups as society be-
comes more pluralistic has led to significant changes in the
tasks and role of the secondary school principal. The prin-
cipal has had to develop and is still developing those skills
IBUrlingame et al., p. 291.
2 . hKnezeVlC··, pp. 393-394.
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to cope effectively with a society that has placed
new expectations and demands on the public secondary school
over the past thirty years (1950-1980).
Student Activism
The change in traditional values and goals of
society in the past thirty years (1950-1980) has led to con-
fusion and questioning by America's youth. Areas of pre-
vious sanctity such as the principal's, teacher's and
parent's authority as well as school rules concerning indi-
vidual rights, dress codes and other regulations imposed by
society and the schools were being questioned. As some of
the previous values held by society were challenged by the
recognition of the pluralistic nature of the population,
the youth of the country began to wonder if the values they
had previously accepted were just and fair. As other
minority segments of society became at times militant and
demanding, the demands of students became more demanding and
at times rebellious. As Watson wrote:
Student activism and rebellion became a
phenomenon and a crisis in the 1960 's. Amidst
affluence, anxiety, social malaise, an unpopular
war, a generation gap developed into a veritable
cultural revolution. . •. Young people appeared
to be unified in a common demand that recognition
of the rights of youth to self expression and self
determination be ensured--the right, in some
respects, to "do their own thing." Thus emerged the
crisis over students I rights and power, a crisis
that is part of the problem of pluralism in that
it challenges the larger society to acknowledge the
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needs, interests and desire for self determination
of another minority element. l
Protests occurred on many of America's college cam-
puses that involved among other issues A.merican participa-
tion in the Vietnam war and the ending of the conscription
of Americans into the armed forces. As these protests
continued and were often suppressed, such basic democratic
ideals as freedom of speech and self expression began to
become important issues to both college and secondary school
students. Secondary school students discontent in these and
other areas brought about their questioning and at times
their demanding of change in the schools. The principal as
head of the school, or that person who was most available to
students, was confronted by student bodies in secondary
schools across the nation to meet the demands of dis-
gruntled students. As Knezevich observed: "By the end of
the 1960's one survey of over 1,000 secondary school prin-
cipals reported that a majority experienced some kind of
2protest. II
In expressing their demands, if turned down by the
administration, students used sit-in strikes, underground
publications and other methods to make their causes known.
As noted by Burlingame et al.:
lwatson, pp. 70-71.
2Knezevich, p. 436.
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The classroom of uncooperative adolescents
trying to "break in," a demanding neophyte teacher,
or the large student protest groups on campus in
the late 1960's and early 1970's, operate on the
principle that the ability to make their discon-
tents known is the first step toward changing
policy. Sometimes just creating an issu1 isenough to get the ball rolling your way.
The task that confronted the principal was the de-
veloping of skills and pr6cedures to deal with students'
demands and students' protests. It became increasingly
important that the principal accept the task of continuous
updating and evaluation of the schools' disciplinary rules,
dress code policy and curriculum policy as these areas were
of great importance to student activisits. The principal
found it difficult to deal with the task of controlling
students and meeting their demands for change. As
Knezevich wrote: "Admi.n.i s t.ra t.o r s were hard pressed to cope
with the tactics of secondary school activists during a
decade of dissent. n 2
Much to the relief of the high school principal,
the well remembered period of heightened student activism
has appeared to have reached a peak in the decades of the
sixties and the early seventies. Knezevich stated that the
reduction in student activism is a result of changing con-
ditions when he wrote: "It could be that the basic causes
IBUrlingame et al., p. 115.
2 . hKnezeVlC·· , pp . 436- 4 37 .
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have been removed such as termination of an unpopular war,
the ending of the draft, and the modification of restrictive
and arbitrary dress and behavior codes. 1I 1 For whatever
reason, student activism is in a dormant period at the
present time. However, the task remains to maintain the
expertise and to expand the communicative skills of the
principals so that they may effectively cope with mass
student unrest if it again appears on the campuses of the
secondary school.
Teacher Activism
Another group that struck forth in an effort to
realize their oommon needs and desire for self determina-
tion was that of the pUblic school teacher. Historically,
teachers have had little to do with unionism or politics.
Epstein noted this when he wrote:
As of 1962, there had not yet been written any
true collectively-negotiated agreement between any
school board and its teachers anywhere in the
country. In fact, ~ot a single state had enacted
legislation permitting teachers of public schools
to negotiate in good faith and mandating school
boards to negotiate. Terms like bargaining unit,
mediation, fact-finding, and binding arbitration
were almost unknown to the great mass of profes-
sional educators. 2
As evidenced by the success of other minority groups,
lKnezevich, p. 437.
2Benjamin Epstein, Principals: An Organized Force
for Leadership (Reston, Virginia: National Association of
Secondary School Principals, 1974), p. 1.
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teachers became interested in improving their overall con-
ditions which has caused the role of the principal and the
tasks that he performs to expand and become more complex.
AS Goldhammer observed:
Among the influences changing the character
of the customary arenas in which educational
administrators operated, the new pluralism Lm-
pelled groups of employees to demand greater
consideration for their uniaue interests to form
unions or other active asso~iations, to employ
professional representatives, and to force
recognition of their right to involvement in the
process of decision making. l
As teachers became more organized and assertive, it
became apparent to them that strong professional associa-
tions or union membership was the most proficient way to
quickly challenge and in many instances gain control of
those decisions which had previously been strictly in the
domain of the principal. Teachers have negotiated master
contracts with superintendents and school boards that have
placed many restrictions on the decision making process of
the principal. Weldy observed that in one master contract,
that was developed over a twelve-year period, the principal
was mentioned specifically sixty times. Weldy stated the
following list of areas in which the principal's control
was limited or additional tasks imposed because of the
lKeith Goldhammer, "Roles of the American School
Superintendent, 1954-1974," Educational Administration,
the Developing Decades, eds. Cunningham, Hack and
Nystrand, p. 156.
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implementing of the provisions of the master contract.
1. Length and frequency of faculty meetings.
2. Le~gth of school day.
3. The number of students that can be placed in a
class.
4. The number of classes and periods teachers may be
assigned.
5. The number of consecutive periods a teacher may
be assigned.
6. The number of different classrooms a teacher may
be assigned.
7. The teachers' non-teaching duties.
8. The length of the teachers' lunch period.
9. Provision of clerical assistance for teachers.
10. The requirement to notify teachers before a
supervisory observation.
11. The length of a supervisory visit.
12. The requirement to hold conferences, make "con-
structive" suggestions, and place in wr.iting
reports of supervisory visits.
13. Elaborate and laborious steps of due process for
discipline or d~smissal of teachers.
14. Teacher participation guaranteed in decision
making on school schedules, textbook selection,
school policies.
15. Grievance procedures that invariably begin with
the principal.
16. Provision of teleph~ne service, offices, ~unch 1
rooms, teaching equlprnent, and clean parklng lots.
IGilbert R. Weldy, Principals What they Do and Who
They Are (Reston, Virginia: National Association of Second-
ary School Principals, 1979) r pp. 32-33.
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Because of master contract restrictions and limita-
tions, the tasks of the principal and the expertise needed
have become more complex in areas that were in the past not
influenced or altered by master contract restrictions.
Burlingame et ale noted that: IINowhere has the power struc-
ture of education changed more rapidly than in respect to
the role that teachers are playing in the development of
policy. III Re-assessment of previous task areas to allow
for the control obtained by teachers is critical in areas
such as student scheduling, planning for extra curricular
activities, evaluation of teachers, curriculum development,
teacher due process, teacher dismissal and the development
of building policies.
Teachers have bargained for and have received an
increased voice in the organization and the running of the
school. However, Boyan has cont.ended e.
The discrepancy between teachers' professional
aspirations for enlarged participation in decision-
making in education as an expert endeavor and their
reluctance to assume greater responsibility for
self regulation as professi~n~ls generates ~onti~u- 2
ous tensions in teacher-admlnlstrator relatlonshlps.
The task of dealing with this type of tension and promoting
and maintaining high staff morale is sometimes a dichotomous
IBUrlingame et al., p. 117.
2Norman J. Boyan, "Emergent Role of the Teacher and
the Authority structure of the School," Journal of Secondary
Education, XLII, No.7 (November 1967), 296, cited by
Gorton, p. 69.
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task for the principal to perform effectively. In addition
to the aforementioned cause of staff-administrator tension,
the inclusion of grievance procedures in the master con-
tract has further placed strain on the relationship between
the staff and the principal. As Christie stated in regard
to the grievance process: "One of the most significant
changes that affect teacher-principal relationships is the
provision for grievance process to settle disputes."l In
most instances, the grievance starts at the principal's level
which places the principal, in the eyes of the teacher, in
a position as his or her adversary. As Christie further
noted: "The establishment of grievance procedures, although
generally achieving a good end, has in some cases resulted
in an intensification of the adversary relationship between
teachers and principals.,,2
In general, the advent of.the master contract and
the subsequent grievance procedures have increased the
amount of duties of the principal. Duties such as lunch-
room supervision and help in extra curricular activities,
that had been areas in which teachers had traditionally been
lsamuel G. Christie, "Beyond Teacher Militancy:
Implications for Change Within the School, II The Power to
Change Issues for the Innovative Educator, ed~. Carmen M.
Culver and Gary J. Hoban (New York: McGraw Hl11 Book
Company, 1973), pp. 132-133.
2Christie, p. 133.
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required to provide supervision, are now areas that in many
instances are no longer their responsibility due to negoti-
ated master contracts. The task of supervision and con-
trol in these areas has fallen increasingly on the
shoulders of the principal or, as in the case of the larger
school, the assistant principal.
In addition to supervision, the principal has had
the task of knowing in what areas restrictions have been
placed on his decision making. The task of being well-
versed in the provisions of the master contract are of in-
creasing importance in the avoiding of a grievance or in
the handling of a grievance that has been filed.
Teacher activism and at times militancy have been
areas of concern that principals have had to develop new
perspectives in the performance of their jobs as school
leaders. As Gorton concluded: " . ~ it should be empha-
sized that the job of coping with teacher militancy is not
an easy one for the school administrator. It is a task that
is often filled with frustration. "I The rise of teacher
activism and the subsequent changes that have resulted have
been and will continue to be areas of concern for the prin-
cipal of the secondary school.
I Gorton, p. 69.
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The Courts and the Schools
The rise of student and teacher activism has
brought forth situations in many schools that challenged
the school's authority to impose rules and procedures which
were viewed by activists and various interest groups as
being in discord with their constitutional rights. In
general, the schools, having been challenged infrequently
in this area especially by the court system, showed very
little flexibility or desire to make any changes in their
policies or procedures. As Drake and Roe observed:
. when one reviews the litigation regarding
the governing of children in school the conclu-
sion is that rather than serving as models of a
democratic institution with great reverence for
individuals' rights, schools are too often restric-
tive and repressive. l
The lack of flexibility and repressiveness in a society,
that was becoming pluralistic and showed a growing demand
for recognition of various interest groups and minorities,
set the scene for ethnic and social challenges of individual
rights in the secondary school system. As Drake and Roe
further observed: "It can be easily documented that schools
in many cases have been inclined to suppress individual's
rights and to be quite arbitrary in the suppression of
unpopular and minority viewpoints. n2 This inclination of
lnrake and Roe, p. 382.
2 and Roe, 382-383.Drake .
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the schools to provide a deaf ear in the area of constitu-
tional rights has led to individual and group challenges
being brought to the attention of the courts who were
willing to listen and pass jUdgment. As Goldhammer noted:
American society faced new interpretations of
individual rights, liberties, and privileges, re-
inforced by court actions..•. Any decision
affecting diverse members of the public associated
with the schools could become the substance of
extensive and expensive litigation. Rights of
teachers, parents, students, and the public--
became issues which compelled the time, attention
and effort of school administrators. Extensive
legal literature had to be digested. l
Cunningham emphasized the influence of the nation's judicial
system on school administration when he stated: "An
obvious and important element in the context of educa-
tional administration from 1954-1974 is the role and influ-
ence of the courts ~n society and in general in the schools
in particular. n2
The involvement of the court system ~n the school
and the decisions that they have rendered have had impor-
tant implications in regard to administrative policies and
procedures of the secondary school. As emphasized by
Drake and Roe: " .. during the last decade in particular,
the courts have begun to challenge the decisions of
ILavern Cunningham, Walter G. Hack and Ralph O.
Nystrand, eds., Educational ,Administration, th~ D~veloping
Decades (Berkeley, Californ~a: Mccutchan Publ~sh~ng Cor-
poration, 1977), p. 157.
2 . h t 1 44Cunn~ng am ea., p. . .
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administrators who failed to recognize the constitutional
rights of students and teachers."l Administrative policies
concerning ,student rights have increasingly corne under
attack which had led to the task of changing policies which
are in violation of student rights and monitering and evalu-
ating policies which are questionable. As noted by
Burlingame et al., the following areas of school policy
involving students' rights have been challenged:
In recent years the courts have increasingly
turned their attention to the rights of students.
Landmark cases, many engineered by the American
Civil Liberties Union, have affirmed students
rights to dress as they like, print what they want
in student newspapers, and express themselves as
they please on public issues as long as the educa-
tional process was not substantially disrupted.
The right to due process of law was strengthened
in matters of search and seizure and in disciplinary
proceedings. 2
The task of evaluating and changing policies as the
decisions of the courts are handed down mandates that the
principal become knowledgeable and current in the deter-
mining of what is legal .i.n his dealings with students,
teachers and others who corne in contact with the school.
The need for the principal to have substantial knowledge and
expertise in his handling of policies and procedures was
ther reinforced by the decision of the United States
IDrake and Roe, p. 109.
2BUrlingame et al. 1 p. 115.
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Supreme Court in Wood vs. Strickland. Drake and Roe
stated in regard to this decision:
The court held that an administrator or school
board member is not immune from liability for
damages if he/she knew or reasonably should have
known that an action officially taken would vio-
late the constitutional rights of students. l
Increased public awareness of their rights has further
given impetus to the need for the principal to gain further
knowledge and expertise in tasks that involve student dis-
cipline, the handling of special education and the develop-
ing of building policies and procedures.
For today's principal as well as the principal of
the future, the ability to effectively cope with a plural-
istic society that has become aware of its rights and the
capacity to interpret court decisions and implement pro-
cedures that are legal are tasks of great significance to-
ward a gaining of public trust in-education. The realiza-
tion of cultural pluralism and the diversity of the American
society have had dramatic effects on the nation and on the
expectations of society, students, teachers and courts con-
cerning the functions and goals of the secondary school.
The principal's role has undergone extensive change as the
number and the complexity of his tasks have increased. As
Drake and Roe concluded:
Inrake and Roe, p. 110.
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The world of the principal today is dras-
tically different from the world of the principal
when we went to elementary or secondary school.
The principal of this decade deals with un-
f amdLdar; problems of tension and conflict. The
social revolution that has overtaken all our
communities to varying degrees has affected
curriculum, school organization, discipline,
student behavior, community relations, and the
very nature of the teaching-learning process it-
self. Thus, the old ground rules that fashioned
our American schools into such similar and un-
questioned molds are now largely obsolete. l
As Drake and Roe also noted: " . the principal
is a key factor in the survival of any school's effective-
2
ness." For the principal to be effective, he must become
adept in the skills of communication as his position has
become one of disseminating information and receiving input
from parents, community, teachers, students and groups or
individuals who wish to make some kind of impact on the
school. To have the capacity to deal effectively with these
individuals and groups, the principal must have an under-
standing of what forces have influenced society and what
effect these forces have. had on the development of the
principalship. As Drake and Roe emphasized:
The principal of today and tomorrow faces a
continuously changing environment. The political,
social economic and environmental forces which
are influencing our society so dramatically are in
turn having dramatic impact on all aspects of the
school itself .... An important ingredient for
1 and Roe, p. 38l.Drake
2 and Roe, p. v.Drake
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the success of both elementary and secondary
school principals operat.ing in this dynamic
setting is that they bring to the position a
solid foundational base that will give them per-
spective about our changing society. In addition
he/she must have expertise in teaming up with
individuals and groups within the formal and in-
formal school organization to make our schools
responsive to the changing needs of society.l
The principalship has evolved from a position of
head teacher to a constellation of positions, each requir-
ing varying degrees of expertise. An understanding of the
tasks associated with the principalship and the importance
of each of these tasks to the administration of each indi-
vidual school has made the principalship a demanding posi-
tiona As Knezevich deduced: "Little wonder that this is a
demanding position as well as one of considerable signifi-
cance in determining the direction of public education. ,,2
The challenges of the principalship are many, but through
an understanding of America's past and present, its educa-
tional system and its changing society, the principal can
have a significant impact on the future direction of public
education.
IDrake and Roe, p. 381.
2Knezevich, pp. 395-396.
Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
A detailed description of procedure and the instru-
ment used in this study will be discussed in this chapter.
Desig~_ of Study
This study was conducted to determine secondary
school principals' perceptions of the importance of i-
fied tasks and the expertise needed to manage them. These
perceptions were analyzed to determine what dif sexist
in pe of principals schools of varying enrollments
and among principals of varying experience.
Instrument
Major administrative tasks of a public second
school principal were identified by conduct a study of
related 1 rature. In this review emphasis was placed on
professional literature. Articles were identified from
Nate 1 Associat School Pri
sent (1980) when the
'".
princito
of h
that conta informa directly reI
and the tasks associated In r
The most active period involv 9 ta
to be s e the late 1940's to
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principal became more than the head teacher of his school.
Support f o r this finding is given by Darrell Kellams, the
chairman of the Department of Educational Administrati.on at
the University of Nebraska, when he stated:
Educational Administration as a science or
even a discipline historically began around the
year 1950. At that time, the school administra-
tor started to receive attention apart from the
teaching profession generally.l
The emphasis of the search of related literature to deter-
mine tasks of the secondary principal has been focused on
the developments of the past thirty years (1950 to 1980) .
Additional information was obtained from principals
concerning changes in the tasks of the secondary school
principal over the last decade (1970 to 1980). The follow-
list indicates areas that were of value in determini
tasks associated with the secondary principalship:
1. Area principal meetings
2. Conference principal meetings
3. School board meetings
4. Inservices for principals
5. State conventions
6. National conventions
7. Department of Public Instruction
8. Area Education Agency
9. Federal agencies
lKellams, p. 88.
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10. Informal meetings among principals
Information compiled identifying tasks of the second-
a.ry principal was used to construct a questionnaire (see
Appendix A). This questionnaire was used as the instrument
in this study to determine principals' perceptions of
importance of the identified task and expertise required to
manage them. A cover letter was constructed to explain to
the sample principals the purpose of the study and the
pertinent information needed to complete the questionnaire
(see Appendix B). Each questionnaire was coded so that
the returned questionnaire could be identified. The prin-
cipals were asked to rate their perceptions of the thirty-
one identified tasks in regard to the importance of the
task and the expertise required to manage that same task.
The principals were encouraged to distribute their responses
across all levels of importance and expertise using the
f o Ll.owi nq instructions (see Appendix C) :
I. Circle the number representing the importance of
the identified task in your school as ~ perceive its
1. Major importance
2. Important
3. Minor importance
4. Little importance
II. eirc the number representing the expert
required t.o manage the identifi task as ¥5)U perceive it
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in your school.
1. High degree of expertise requiring detailed
knowledge of all aspects of the task.
2. ,M:edium degree of expertise requirinq some
know.ledqe of all aspects of the task.
3. Low degree of expertise requiring little
knowledge of all aspects of the task.
4. No particular expertise required to manage
the task.
Additional information that was requested of each principal
in the sample included:
1. Total number of years as a principal.
2. Number of principalships since first be-
coming a principal.
3. Number of years in present position as
principal.
Validation
Validation of the questionnaire was accomplished by
submitting copies of the questionnaire to a randomly
selected group of twenty-three principals for their recom-
mendations and evaluation. A cover letter was composed
(see Appendix D) and a worksheet with specific questions
asking the principal to review the instrument in regard to
proper balance of areas targeted, needed clari cation,
nf:'Oeded addit or delet , was sent with the quest
naire (see Appendix E). Principals were asked to return
aor
as
ion and S e
The population consisted of public secondary school
incipals in the state of Iowa. A rank order list of r owa I s
public secondary schools according to enrollment in the
t.h.rae grades was obtained from the Iowa Department of
Public Instruction.
A stratified random group was obtained uS g the
following: a coin toss was to rrnine if the first
or second school on the list was used. this
ion was made, every second school was chosen
sample. 'Chis process was continued until the end of
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list was reached. Identification of the sample was
accomplished by the use of a of current principals ob-
tained from the Iowa Department of Public Instruction.
The completed list of identified principals served
as a checklist for the mail of the questionna
their return after being completed.
Data Collection and Organiz.ation
The following procedures were used in sending the
cover letter and questionnaire to the identified principals.
1. Questionnaire, cover letter and stamped envelope
were sent by mail.
2. A post card was sent to those principals who had
not responded within two weeks after the initial
mailing of the questionnaire.
3. A minimum number of 120 returned questionnaires
was considered necessary in this stUdy. Principals
from each identified group who did not return the
questionnaire were randomly selected and contacted
to determine if their responses were similar to the
returned questionnaires the group. No further
at was made to contact the remainder of the
principals who did not return the questionnaire.
The returned questionnaires were then grouped and
tabu ted in each of the three enrollment categories. The
data was then analyzed across groups of differing enrol t
size. A further grouping based on the total number of s
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of experience as a principa.l was conducted. Three experi.-
ence categories were randomly chosen and are as follows:
1. One through eight years experience as a principal.
2. Nine through twelve years experience as a prin-
cipal.
3. Thirteen through highest years experience as a
principal.
After each questionnaire was placed in the appropriate cate-
gories, the data were analyzed to make comparisons across
groups of differing years of experi.ence as a principal.
Analysis of Data
The returned and grouped questionnaires were pre-
pared for statistical processing by the Dial Computer Center
of Drake University. The Standard Statistical
the Soc 1 Sciences was utilized in the processing of the
data. Means were calculated for each task and a two-factor
analysis of variance was conducted for each task. An F
value was determined to decide whether or not there were
s ficant differences among the means of the groups be
compared. An F value was also calculated to determine if a
significant interaction was present. The calculated F value
was against a .05 critical value of the tabled F
ratio. When the F value WdS larger than the tabled critjc~l
value, was a s flcnnt difference Among the s e
means the null S 8 \Vas rejec VJhen
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other
criti-
ich of
wasvalue was less than the tabled
mined that no significant difference
sample means and the null hypothesis was
A further test was conducted to
the group means were significant
rr~ans if the F test was significant
cal value. The test utilized for was the
Fisher Least Significant Difference t test was
used to determine differences between of means. When
the calculated t value was found to be greater than the
critical value of .05 in the tabled t values a signi cant
difference was determined to exist.
Additional analysis of the data was conducted to
e the overall numerical order of the identi tasks
as perceived by the principals in regard to importance of
task and expertise required to manage each task. The ra
order for importance of the task and the expertise requi
to manage the task is presented in table form in Chapter 4.
1m interpretation of each task was conducted and implica-·
tions were drawn from each table and discussed.
The null hypotheses tested using the above statis-
t cal methods were:
1.
eerning the perce
ta of secondary
are no differences arnong the means con-
importance of each administrative
cipals of varying administrative
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2. There are no differences among the means con-
cerning the perceived importance of each administrative
task of secondary principals of schools of differing size
categories.
3. There are no differences among the means con-
cerning the perceived expertise required to manage each
administrative task of secondary school principals of vary-
ing administrative experience.
4. 'l'here are no differences among the means con-
cerning the perceived expertise required to manage each
administrative task of secondary principals of schools of
differing size categories.
Statistical Treatment
A two-way analysis of variance was the appropr
statistical tool used in this study. A two-way ANOVA was
used to compare means of groups which differed from one
another along two dimensions. A two-way ANOVl\ provided
information needed in this study by answering these ques-
tions: (1) Is there a significant main effect for the first
variab ? (2) Is there a significant main effect for the
second variable? (3) Is there a significant interact
between the two variables?
The use of a t.wo-wey ANOVA has two advantages
would not be provided by using a one-way ANOVA or the USl~ of
ate t tests. The advant s are: (1) It protects
against type one orr~,r, and (2) a ANOVA can be us
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to identify the existence a s ficant teraction
between the independent variables which is not pass Ie
us ing a one-way AI\IOVA.
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter is a presentation of a statistical
analysis of the survey data to indicate to what degree, if
any, the hypotheses are found to be supported within recog-
nized limitations.
The study was designed to examine practicing
secondary principals' perceptions of importance of identi-
fied tasks and the perceived amount of expertise to manage
each given task. The variables of experience as a secondary
principal and the secondary enrollment of the school were
examined to determine the effect of these variables on the
expectations of the principals' perceptions concerning
importance and expertise required to manage identified
tasks.
The returned questionnaires were grouped and data
were tabulated in each of the three enrollment categories.
The results of this grouping and tabulation are reported
in Table 1.
A further grouping on the total number of
years of experience as a secondary principal was conducted.
The results of this grouping and tabulation are reported
in Table 2.
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Table 1
Three Enrollment Categories and the Number of
Principals in each Category who Returned
the Questionnaire
Enrollment
Categories
Number of
Questionnaires
Mailed
Number of
Questionnaires
Returned
Percent
of
Returns
0-200
401 or more
'rotals
137 115
51 46
44 39
232 200
Table 2
83.94
90.19
88.63
86.20
Three Categories of Years of Experience as a Secondary
Principal and t Number of Principals that are
esented by each Category
Years of Experience
1-8
13 or more
1
Number of Principals
98
39
63
200
A two-factor analysis of variance was conducted for
each task to test each of the null sese T
ion of rej~ction was establi by p La c ing the 1 0
s if nee at .05. A fur r test was conducted to
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determine which of the group means were significantly dif-
ferent from the other means if the F value obtained using
the two-factor analysis of variance was significant at the
.05 level. The test utilized was the Fisher Least Signifi-
cant Difference t Test.
Two tables were developed for each of the thirty--'one
identified tasks. The first set of tables reported is con-
cerned with the importance of the identified task as
ceived by secondary school principals using their experience
and the enrollment of the secondary school as variables.
The second set of tables reported is concerned with the
secondary school principals' perceptions of the expertise
requi to manage each of the identified tasks u ng their
experience and the enrollment of the secondary school as
variables.
The first set of tables listed as Table 3
Table 41 present the test results for the following null
nypotheses.
1. There are no differences among the means con-
cerning the perceived importance of each administrat
task of secondary incipals varying administrat
ience.
2. There are no differences among the means con-
cerning the perceived importance of each administrative
task secondary ipals of schools of dif ing size
c a t.eqo r i.e s ,
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The summary table~ inoorporated in reporting the
results of the two-factor analysis of variance have five
columns: source or source of variation, df or degrees of
freedom, 58 or sum of the squares, MS or the mean square,
and F or the value that is compared with the critical values
in the F table. The sumrr~ry tables have five rows: the
first row shows the main effect of the first factor, the
second row shows the main effect of the second factor, the
third row indicates the interaction between the two factors,
the fourth row indicates the Within-group data or error,
and the fifth row indicates the total.
Table 3 shows that the importance of the task of
student scheduling did not vary significantly among second-
ary principals of schools of varying size and with different
rees of experience.
Table 3
Importance of Student Scheduling by Secondary School
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary
School Prinel 1s
-----------------
Source
Enrollment
.......·f·nCoL ienee
Interaction
df
2
2
4
191
SS
.866
.030
3.057
73.134
MS
.433
.015
.764
.383
F
1.1.30
.040
.097
~~.._-,~-~~-_.... -_._~-------_.......__.. --
'rotal 199 77.120
----------_.._----
Not s th 05 level.if i c an tat • .e .
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As shown in Table 4. the l'mport.ance of . ,
. .. superv1s10n
of Federal programs was not influenced significantly by
secondary enrollment or years of experience of the prin-
cipal.
Table 4
Importance of Supervision of Federal Programs by
Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df SS MS F
-~~---_.
Enrollment 2 2.287 1.144 1.868
Experience 2 1.039 .519 .848
Interaction 4 .716 .179 .293
Erro r 191 116.939 .612
Total 199 121.195
Not significant at .05 level.
The statistical material presented in Table 5 re-
veals that neither the years of experience as a secondary
princi 1 nor the size of the secondary enrollment s e emeo
to influence signii antly the principals' perceptions
relative to importance of time management.
princi Is' perceptions of the importance
the supervision of co-curricular and extra-curricular'
activities did not appear to be influenced by school enrol1-
ment or the years of CA.fJ ........ fence as a prine 1, as shewn in
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Table 6.
Table 5
Importa.nce of Time Management. by Secondary School
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Seco~dary
School Principals
Source df SS MS I~
Enrollment 2 2.903 1. 451 2.856
Experience 2 0.720 .360 .709
Interaction 4 1. 004 .251 .740
Error 191 97.068 .508
Total 199 102.080
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 6
Importance of Supervision of Co-Curricular and Extra-
Curricular Activities of Secondary School
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
======================.~~~=._------------
Source df SS MS
Enrol 2 1. 327
·
664
rience 2
·
491
·
245
Interaction 4 3 .138 .785
Error 191 87
·
396
·
458
---_.--------
-""~----~~
Total 199 92
·
7 55
_. _....._~.""._-
1.450
.536
1. 715
Not significant at .05 level.
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'I'able 7 indicates that neither the years of experi ...
ence of secondary principals nor the size of the enrollment
influenced significantly the principals' perceptions the
importance for planning for co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities.
Table 7
Importance of Planning for Co-Curricular and Extra-
Curricular Activities by Secondary School
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Total
Not significant at .05 level.
The importance of handling grievances as perce
by secondary principals was not influenced signi£ 1y by
either school enrollments or years of experience, as
in l'able 8.
As shown in Table 9, secondary principals of schools
varying in enrollment d show significant-differences in
their of 'U1.U'-.1L t ario e of the de ation
responsibility to staff.
'fable 8
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ImportancE' of Handling of Grievances by Secondary School
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 .062 .031 .047
Experience 2 .263 .131 .200
Interaction 4 4.657 1.164 1.768
Error 189 124.454 .658
-_._--
Total 197 129.495
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 9
Importance of Delegation of Responsibility to Staff by
Secondary School Enrollment and ience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Total
df
2
2
4
189
197
----
SS 1'18 F
3.212 1. 606 "") .670*-)
.768 .384 .877
.240 .060 .137
82 .709 .438
......---,-~~--_............-"--'~.__..._-_....__.. ----
87.480
*Signifjcant at .05 level.
The data found in Table 10 reveals that
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ipals
of schools of varying enrollment dif as to the impor-
tance of delegation of responsibility. The table illustrates
that principals in schools with 201 or more students viewed
delegation of responsibility as more important than did
principals of smaller schools.
Table 10
Importance of Delegation of Responsibility to Staff by
Secondary School Enrollment Categories using a
Multiple Range Test:Least Square Difference
Procedure
0-200
201-400
401-
0-200
*Significant at the .05
201-400
.2869*
401-
.2602*
-.0267
Neither the school enrollment size nor the years of
experience influenced significantly the perceptions of
secondary princ s toward the supervision of special
education programs as noted in Table 11.
Principals' perceptions of the importance of formal
evaluation personnel were not influenced significantly
by secondary school enrollment or years
shown in Table 12.
C.I\.}JCC..L ience as
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Table 11
Importance of Supervision of Special Education Programs
by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 1. 067 .533 1.150
Experience 2 .231 .116 .249
Interaction 4 .827 .207 .446
Error 189 87.648 .464
'l'otal 197 89.980
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 12
Importance of Formal Evaluation of Personnel by Secondary
School Enrollment and ience of Iowa Second
School Principals
Not significant at the .05 level.
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Table 13 revea that principals' perceptions of
the importance of standardized test interpretation in
schools were not influenced significantly by secondary
school size or their years of experience.
Table 13
Importance of Standardized Test Interpretation by
Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School Principals
.955
.570
F
.280
.461
.441
.263
.129
MSdf SS
2 .258
2 .526
4 1.762
188 86 .687
196 89 .117
ant at the • 05 level .Not signif
Error
Total
Interaction
Exper nee
Enrollment
Source
---------------------------------------
The size of the schools and the years of experience
of the princ Is did not influence significantly eir
perc ions of the importance of managing non-certifi
personnel. The results of this test are shown in Table 14
Neit size of secondary enrollment nor the s
of eA.w~;Lience influencea significant the principals! per-
ceptions of student control and rna enance of discipline
as noted in Table 15.
Table 14
Importance of I'1anagement of Non~Certified Personnel by
Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
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Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 1.464 .732 1.448
Experience 2 .607 .303 .600
Interaction 4 2.621 .655 1. 296
Error 191 96.596 .506
Total 199 100.955
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 15
Importance of Student Control and Maintenance of Discipl
by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Prine Is
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
'I'otal
df
2
2
4
191
199
SS MS P
----
.438 .219 .736
.438 .219 .736
2.203 .551 1.852
56.824 .298
59 .995
Not significant at the .05 level.
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As shown in Table 16, secondary principals of schools
varying in enrollment did show significant differences in
their perceptions of the importance of conducting educa-
tional research.
Table 16
Importance of Conducting Educational Research by Secondary
School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
Source df S8 HS F
Enrollment 2 4.878 2.439 3.661*
Experience 2 1. 546 .773 1.161
Interaction 4 .574 .144 .215
Error 190 126.565 .666
Total 198 134.553
*Significant at the .05 level.
Table 17 shows that principals from schools with
student enrollment of 401 or greater viewed the conducting
of educational research as more important than principals
of schools of smaller student enrollments.
Principals' perc ions of the importance of cur-
riculum development were not influenced significantly
second school enrollment or years of ence. This
shown in Table 18.
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Table 17
Importance of Conducting Educational Research by Secondary
School Enrollment Categories using a MUlt.iple Range Test:
Least Square Difference Procedure
0-200
201-400
401-
0-200 201-400
-.0826
401-
.4048*
.4874*
*Significant at the .05 level.
Table 18
Importance of Curriculum Development by Secondary School
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
Source
Enrollment
ence
Interaction
Error
Not signif
df SS MS F
2 1. 463 .731 1.891
2 1.156 .578 1.493
4 1.540 .385 .995
190 73.507 .387
198 77.467
at the . 05 level .
As shown in Table 19, secondary principals of vary-
ing exper did show significant differences
the
perceptions of the importance of knowledge of students'
rights.
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Table 19
Importance of Knowledge of Students ' Rights by Secondary
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 .183 .091 .206
Experience 2 3.408 1.704 3.841*
Interaction 4 .721 .180 .406
Error 190 84.302 .444
Total 198 88.834
*Significant at the .05 level.
According to Table 20, secondary principals with the
least experience (l through 8 years) viewed the knowledge of
students' rights as more important than did secondary prin-
cipals with the most experience (13 or more years) as a
principal.
Table 20
Importance of Knowledge of Studenm'Rights by Years of
Experience as a Prine 1 using a Multiple Range
Test:Least Square Difference Procedure
1-8
9-12
13-
--------
1-8 9-12
-.1151
------------
-.297*
-.1819
*Sianificant at the .05 level.
. J
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Table 21 reveals that principals' perceptions of
the importance of developing and implementing teacher in-
service programs were not influenced significant by
secondary enrollment or their years
Table 21
av",,,,,,'" ience.
Import.anee of Developing and Implementing Teacher Inservice
Programs by secondary School Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School P
Source
Enrollment
rience
Lrrt.e r ac.t.Lon
Error
Total
df SS MS F
2 2 .OOB 1.
·
004 2 .700
2 L 253
·
626 l. 685
4 .829
·
207 .557
190 70. 636
·
372
19B 74 .392
Not significant at the .05 level.
As shown in Table 22, the importance of a working
knowledge of legal aspects of education was not influenced
significantly by secondary enrollment or years of experi-
ence.
r secondary enrollment nor years of experi-
ence of incipal ared to influence significantly the
Is! perceptions of the importance of the task of
range planning of programs, as no Tab 23.
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Table 22
Importance of Working Knowledge of Legal Aspects of
Education by Secondary Enrollment and Experience
of Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 .279 .139 .330
Experience 2 .222 .111 .262
Interaction 4 .015 .004 .009
Error 190 80.326 .423
Total 198 80.764
Not significant at the .05 level.
rrable 23
Importance of Long Range Planning of Programs by Secondary
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
Source df SS .MS F
Enrollment 2 1. 597 .798 1.749
Experience 2 .083 .042 .091
Interaction 4 2.347 .587 L 285
Error 190 86.737 .457
Total 198 90.854
Not significant at the .05 level.
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Table 24 reveals that principals' perceptions of
the importance of public relations were not influenced
significantly by secondary enrollment or their years
experience.
Table 24
Importance of Public Relations by Secondary Enrollment
and Experience of Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 .096 .048 .111
Experience 2 .460 .230 .531
Interaction 4 2.677 .669 1. 547
Error 190 82.224 .433
Total 198 85.598
Not significant at the .05 level,
Tab 25 illustrates that principals did not vary
significantly in their perceptions of the importance of
maintaining good staff morale in schools of varying size or
dif ring years of exper nee.
As shown in Table 26, secondary principals of schools
ng in enrollment did show significant dif es in
their percept of the importance 'of planning and
ing faculty meetings.
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Table 25
Importance of Ma Good Staff Morale by Secondary
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
_._-------------~~--------
Source
Enrollment
Ex oer i e nce
Interaction
Error
Total
df SS MS F'
2 .050 .025 .068
2 .213 .107 .286
4 .782 .195 .525
190 70.740 .372
198 71, 769
Not significant at the .05 level.
'fable 26
Importance of Planning and Conducting Facul Meetings by
Secondary Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary
School Principals
Source
Enrollment
rience
Interaction
Error
df 5S rv1S F
2 2.866 1.433 3 995*
2 .480 .240 .670
4 .303 .076 .211
190 68.156 . 359
Total 198
*S ificant at .05 level.
71.819
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As illustrated in Table 27, secondary school prin-
cipals in schools with enrollments of 201 through 400 stu-
dents perceived the importance of planning and conducting
faculty meetings as more important than did principals with
the smallest and largest school enrollments.
Table 27
Importance of Planning and Conducting Faculty Meetings
by Secondary School Enrollment Categories using a
Multiple Range Test~Least Square Difference
Procedure
0-200
201-400
401-
0-200 201-400
.2478*
401-
-.1195
-.3673*
*Significant at the .05 level.
Neither secondary enrollment nor years of experience
influenced significantly the principals' perceptions of the
importance of orientation of new staff members, as shown in
Table 28.
Principals' perceptions of the importance of
t ' f s's.l'onal growth of teachers were not infJ.on ° pro .
, . f i 1 by ypar. :,of' experJ',ence or secondary enrol Jmentslgnl J.cant y _ ~'"
size.
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Ie 28
Orientation of New f by
-Le..L,a",",,_ ence of Lowa Secondary S
s
Source df SS MS P
--.-----~--_.._--
Enrollment 2 1
·
18 9 595 1 2 86
· ·
lence 2 1 5 88 79 4 1. 718
· · ·
Interaction 4 1
·
611
·
403
·
8 71
Error 190 87
·
8 21
·
462
-----_._-~--_.-------.,
Total 198 92
·
683
-------_._------_._--_.-----_._---
Not significant at the .05 level.
'Table 29
Importance of
by Secondary
School Pr
of Teachers
of Iowa Se'~U"'UlU.!..
Enrol
Source
Error
SS )\18 F~
1
·
264
·
632 1
·
224
2 269 1 135 '" 197
· ·
L
·
3
·
678
·
919 1
·
7 80
98
·
133
·
516
2
2
4
df
190
ience
..._------..._---------
Interact
Ex
Total 198 104.844
Not significant at the .05 level.
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The principals' perceptions of the importance of
the task of maintaining effective communications with stu-
dents were not influenced significantly by secondary enroll-
ment or years of experience as shown in Table 30.
Table 30
Importance of Maintaining Effective Communications with
Students by Secondary Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 .841 .420 1 .105
Expe ence 2 1.394 • 697 i , 833
Interaction 4 .893 .223 .587
Error 190 72.266 .380
-~.~_.-
Total 198 75.749
Not significant at the .05 level.
The experience of principals did influence 5ignifi-
cantly their perceptions of the importance of keeping
superintendent informed, as shown in Table 31.
Secondary school principals th 13 years or more
experience perceived the task of keeping the superintendent
formed as more important than did incipals with 9 to
12 years of experience, as shown in Table 32.
Table 31
Importance of Keeping the Superintendent Informed by
Secondary Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
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Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 1.529 .764 1.779
Experience 2 2.892 1.446 3.366*
Interaction 4 .425 .106 .248
Error 190 81. 637 .430
Total 198 86.221
*Significant at the .05 level.
Table 32
Importance of Keeping the Superintendent Informed by
rience Categories us a Multiple Range Test:
Least Square Difference Procedure
1-8
9-12
13-
1-8 9--12
-.2238
13-
.0986
.3224*
*Significant at the .05 level.
Neither secondary enrollment nor y~ars of 1-
ence of the princ 1 influenc significantly the pr
C Sl perceptions of the importance of input into
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selection and assignment as revealed in Table 33.
Table 33
Importance of Input into Teacher Selection and Assianment
by Secondary Enrollment and r~xperience of Iowa J
Secondary School Principals
Not significant at the .05 level.
As shown in Table 34, the importance of the task of
representing the school in associations as perceived by
secondary principals was not influenced significant
secondary school enrollment or years of experience.
Neither secondary school enrollment nor years of
experience of the secondary principal seemed to in e
significantly the principals' perceptions of the .irnoo r t alice
of work th advisory committees as revealed in 'rable 35.
As shown in e 36, the importance of plant
management as perceived by secondary principals was in
enced significant
of experience.
by both secondary enrollment and years
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Table 34
Importance of Representing the School in Associations
by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2
.201 .101 .167
Experience 2
.610 .305 .505
Interaction 4 .649 .162 .268
Error 191 115 .396 .604
Total 199 116 .875
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 35
Importance of \''lorking with sory Committees by Secondary
School Enrol t and Experience of Iowa Secondary
School Principals
-----~.. _----===============================
Source
Enrollment
rience
Interaction
Error
Total
df SS MS F
2 .503 .252 .541
2 .335 .167 .360
4 1.168 .292 .627
191 88,885 .465
199 91.180
Not significant at the .05 level.
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Table 36
Import.ance of Plant Man,,;gement by Secondary School
Enrollment and Experlence of Iowa Secondary
School Principals
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Total
-----
df SS MS F
2 4.225 2.112 3.971*
2 4.495 2.248 4 .225*
4 4.083 1.021 1.919
191 101. 601 .532
199 113.920
*Significant at the .05 level.
As illustrated in Table 37, principals with one
through eight
as a secondary pr
s and thirteen or more years of ex rience
ipal perceived the importance of plant
management as more important than principals with n
through twelve years of experience.
Table 37
tance of Plant Mana nt by Experience Categories
using a Multiple Range Test:Least Square Difference
Procedure
-~---------
8
1-8
9--12
13-
*Significant at
-.3587*
.05 level.
13-
-.0034
.3553*
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As illustrated in Table 38 r pr',l.'n,cl.'pals o'f., schools
with enrollments of 201 to 400 peroe i.ved 1 tP an management
as more important than did principals of schools with
enrollments of less than 200 students.
Table 38
Importance of Plant Management by Secondary School
Enrollment Categories using a Multiple Range Test:
Least Square Difference Procedure
0-200
201-400
401-
0-200
*Significant at
201-400
.3261*
.05 level.
401-
.1817
-.1444
As shown Table 39, secondary school enrollment
influenced the perceptions of principals significantly
toward the
funds.
moor t anoe of the d tribution of allocated
Table 40 indicates that second school inci Is
in schools with enrollments of 201 students or greater per~
ceived the distribution of allocated funds as more important
than pr als of schools with less than 200 students.
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Table 39
Importance of.Distribution of Allocated Funds by Secondary
School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 9.254 4.627 7.375*
Experience 2 2.668 1.334 2.126
Interaction 4 2.238 .560 .892
Error 191 119.830 .627
'Total 199 132.875
*Significant at the .05 level.
Table 40
Importance of the Distribution of Allocated Funds
condary Enrollment Categories using a Multiple
Ran Test:Least Square Difference Proc ure
0-200
201-400
401-
0-200 201-400
.4304*
401-
.3779*
~.0525
*Significant at the .05 level.
The perceptions among princ Is of the importance
. 1 ies for students andof the development of buildlng po
staff d not to be influenc SJ. ficantly
secondary school enrO .s, ..LiH<::::U or the incipal1s of
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~~H~'~r as shown in 41.
41
Importance
Students
Expe
of the Development of
Staff by Secondary
of Secondary
Polie s for
Enrollment and
Pr Is
Source
Enrollment.
rienoe
Interaction
Error
df 55 MS F
2
·
672
·
336 .861
2
·
373
·
187 .478
4 1
·
523
·
381 .976
191 74. 533
·
390
.~------~-----"---------~------~--------
'I'o t.a L 199 77.280
----------------_._--
Not significant at the .05 level.
les 42 through 76 present ANOVA results for the
null
1)
ses:
There are no differences among means con~
cerning t.h e pe r c e i, se I' L to
of s e cono 1 princ of vary
strati Vf':. rience.
21 There are no dif es the means con-
cern i to rnanage e
C~qUU.H_l stra tive t.ask of s Is of schools of
difter size c r
r-r i.s e to manage e task of student sc ing
as perceived by principa
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did not appear to be influenced
significantly by years of experienc···e·· .. dor seconary school
enrollment, as shown in Table 42.
Table 42
Expertise Required to Manage Student Scheduling by
Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 .691 .345 .807
Experience 2 .088 .044 .103
Interaction 4 3.029 .757 1. 769
Error 191 81. 725 .4:28
---------~
Total 199 85.580
Not significant at the .05 level.
As shown in Table 43 the principals' perceptions of
the expertise required to manage the supervision of Federal
programs was not influenced significantly by secondary
1 enrollment or years of experience.
Table 44 shows there was no significant d ference
among inci Is' perceptions concern the se re-
quired for time management based on secondary enrollment or
s of exper e.
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Table 43
Expertise Required to .J\1anage the Supervision of Federal
Programs by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience
of Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df 88 MS F
Enrollment 2 3. 745 L873 2. 519
Experience 2 .525 .263 .353
Interaction 4 1. 671 .418 .562
Error 191 142 .001 .743
'r'otal 199 148 .620
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 44
lse Required for of Management
Sec a S 1 Enrol r.xpe r i ence of
Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df S' C. IJ MS F
Enrol 2 2.967 1.483 2.447
"-,,,,, F'---'- ience 2 1. 361 .680 1.122
T tion 4 .142 .035 .059
Er r o r
Total
191
199
115.768
120.320
.606
Not significant at the .OS level.
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Secondary school enrollment and years of experience
did not influence significantly the perceptions of prin-
cipals toward the expertise required to manage the supervi-
sian of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities, as
indicated in Table 45.
Table 45
Expertise Required for the Management of Supervision of
Co-Curricular and Extra-Curricular Activities by
Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School Principals
----------======================
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Total
---------------------------------
Not significant at the .05 level.
Neither secondary school enrollment nor ars of
experience influenced signi cant the expertise reauired
. f ~o-c·u·rricular and extra-curricularto manage the plannlng or ~
a t · . t' a s revealed in Table 46.c .av i -1.es, 'A~
Pr ip Sl perceptions of the expertise r red
to the handling of ievances, as s~own in Table 47,
were not influenc f by their
ence or the seC:Ol1dar enrol A significant raction
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was indicated.
Table 46
Expertise Required. for the lvl.anagement of Planning for Co-
Curricular and Extra-Curricular Activities by Secondary
School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary
School Principals
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Total
Not s
df SS MS F
2 .953 .476 .940
2 .230 .115 .227
4 1. 089 .272 .537
191 96.796 .507
199 99.180
ficant at the .05 level.
'I'ab l.e 47
Expertise Re for the Management of the Handling of
Grievances by Secondarv School Enrollment and Expel.'
of Iowa Sec~ndary School Principals
Source
Enrol D.+-
'-
Cif
2
55
1. 633
HS
.816 1. 496
._-------------- -_..•
rience
Interaction
Error
2
4
189
.668
11.203
103.177
.334
2.801
.546
.612
5.131*
Total 197 116.955
*8ig ficant at the .05 level.
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Table 48 shows that the principals' perceptions
of the expertise required to manage the task of delegation
of responsibility to staff was not influenced significantly
by secondary school enrollment or the principals' years of
experience.
Table 48
Expertise Required for the Delegation of Responsibility
to Staff by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience
of Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source
Enrollm(?n t
Ex per ience
Internction
Error
Total
df
2
2
4
189
197
58
2.183
.044
1. 427
107,056
110.773
MS
1.092
.022
.357
.566
F
1. 927
.039
.642
Not significant at the .05 level.
Neither secondary school enrol nor years of
nee fluenced 51 ificantly the ions of
principals
vision of
the expe
ccial
se required to manage the super-
ation programs, as shown in Table 49.
Prine ise :c
to 1 of onnel, as shown in
ntly b1 the second
;. Ll.men t..
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Ie 49
1-<xne,rt: .i se Hequi the sian
Programs by Secondary School Enrol
Iowa School Pr s
ion
of
df 5S 1V1S F
2
·
069
·
034 069
·
2 i , 388
·
694 1
·
404
4 .123
·
031
·
062
188 92
·
915
·
494
196 94
·
589
Experience
Source
Enrollment
Error
'I'o t a L
_._-------------------_._--_._----
Interaction
-_..~...............~---_.... ".__. """-.............,-_.... _.... ----_...._-_.~..."'-"'-
Not si if at the .05 level.
Ie 50
Ex r ti.s e for the Formal Evaluation of Personnel
Secondary School Enrol and of Iowa
Secondary School Pr
----.--_.__.__. ------------
Source df S8 1"15
Enrol t 2 2.517 1.259 3.419*
erience .462 .231 .627
Interaction 4 .569 .142 .386
188 69.211 .368
196 72.924
-_.....~---------~-~--
*Signi icant at .05 Leve l .
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As shown in Table 51,. principals in schools with
enrollments of 201 tbrough 400 perceived the expertise re-
quired to manage the formal evaluation of personnel as more
important than did principals of schools with enrollments of
less than 200 students.
Table 51
Expertise Required for the Formal Evaluation of Personnel
by Secondary School Enrollment Categories using a
Multiple Range Test:Least Square Difference
Procedure
0-200
201-400
401-
0-200 201-400
.2937*
401-
.1005
-.1932
*Significant at the .05 level.
Prine Is' rceptions of the expertise required
tc' .s k· of- standardized test interpretation, asto manage the <
shown in Tab
the s of
52, were not influenced significantly
h ndary enrollment. Ar-e .x ,}t-, , ience or t e seco-
, . f' t .i,n t.e r ac t.i..on ','as indicated.slgnl_lcan w
ye,ns of
53 shows
lence d
that secondary school enrollment
not i luence signif antly the
and
, required for
ceptions of the principals of the expertlse
emant of non-certifi nel.
91
ble 52
se
Secondary
Secon.aa.r
Test Interpretation by
Exper of Iowa
School Pr Is
Source
Iment
Expe erico
Interaction
Error
'r'o t a 1
~~Significant at
1" 55e,t }1S
2 1
·
103
·
552
2
·
571
·
285
4 5
·
229 1
·
307
188 97 .505
·
519
196 104
·
122
.05 leveL
L 064
.550
2.521*
Table 53
the Management of Non-Certified
Secondary School Enro and
Iowa School
Pr
Expertise ir
Personnel by
EXper-i-Cl'''-'C;;
------_._._-_.._----------------~ .._-"- - ,--------.._-------------
SOU:Lce df S5 MS F
Enro 2 1. 531 .765 1.294
ience 2 .167 ,084 .141
Interact n 4 .. 707 .299
Erlor 191 112.957 .591
._---_.-'...._---~--_... ._----_.... __....._---~----------
Total 199 115.520
._---------------"._-'_.---""-~_.. ---------- ~ 4_~ • _
Not s ficant at .05 Leve l..
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Nei ther secondary sohcoI enrollment nor years of
experience influenced gnificantly the principals' percep-
tions of the expertise required to manage student control
and the maintenance of discipline, as revealed in Table 54.
Table 54
Expertise Required for Student Control and Maintenance of
Discipline by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience
of Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Total
df SS MS F
2 2.180 1.090 2.577
2 2.265 1.133 2.678
4 1.152 .288 .681
191 80.797 .423
199 87.020
Not si.qn if icant at t he .05 level.
Prine Is' perc ions of the expertise required to
manage the conducting of educational research was not flu-
d ,; school enrolsignificantly by secon ar J and ir
years of rience, as shown in
Table 56 indicates that
Ie 55.
iorts of pr i-
s of e c tise required to man
eli d
, tl b'J.' secondary
m.E3 n·t 11.0t influenced signiflCan Y
-. "'-Jere
enrollment or ars of experience.
Expertise Required for the Conducting of Educational
Research by Secondary School Enrollment and
Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
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Source df 55 HS F
EDt-ollment 2 1. 721
.860 1.167
Experience 2
.128 .064
.087
Interaction 4 4.295 1. 074
.217
Error 190 140 .108 0737
--------~,_.~
'rotal 198 146.271
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 56
c;rtise Re
;:;chool Enrol
Source
---------------------
Ilment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Currie Development Seco
and Exper of Iowa Secondary
Principals
df SS MS F
2 1. 533 .767 1 .800
"I
.044 .022 052L.
4 1 005 . 251 .590.
190 80 .896 .426
'I'otal
Not Sl fieantat
198 83.538
"05 lE'vel.
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Neither years of experience nor secondary school
enrollment appeared to influence significantly how princi-
pals perceived the expertise required to manage the task of
knowledge of students rights, as shown in Table 57.
Table 57
Expertise Required for Knowledge of Student Rights by
Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
Source df SS :r-1S F
Enrollment 2 .264 .132 .309
Experience 2 .776 .388 .909
Interaction 4 3.588 .897 2.099
Error 190 81.172 .427
Total 198 85.688
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 58 that the perceptions of the .i.nc L-:
th t ' requ·l'red to manage the developmentpals of - e exper 1se ..
and implementing of teacher programs were not
influenced significant secondary school enrollment or
years of nee.
inc Is'
se r e-:
guired to manage the ta k i rr knowledgeof a wor,Jnj legal
a cts of educat did not ar to be influenced s
f ant
in JQ 59.
enrol t or
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Table 58
Expert e Required ,for Development and Implementing of
Teacher Inservlce Programs by Secondary School
Enrollment and Experience of Lowa Secondary
School Principals
-
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 .625 .313 .738
Experience 2 .716 .358 .845
Interaction 4 3.475 .869 2.051
Error 190 80.491 .424
'l'otal 198 85.186
Not significant at the .05 level.
Table 59
Expertise ir for Working Knowledge of
of Education by Secondary School Enrollment
Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
s
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
al
Not~; fie
df SS
2 1. 701
2 .261
4 .767
190 86.025
198 88.734
at . 05 level .
.850
.130
.192
.453
F
1. 878
.288
. 23
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Nei of experience nor secondary school
enrollment appeared to signi how prine
t.he se required to manage long-range
pI programs! as shown Table 60.
'l'able 60
Expert
Second
Required for Long-Range Planning of Programs by
School Enrollm(::nt and Iowa
5e 1 Principa
Source df S'"u F
Enrol t 2 1.597 .798 1.749
2 ,083 .042 OCi 1~... ~ ......
Inte:cact 4 .587 1. 285
.Error 190 86.737 .457
Total 198 90.854
Not sigrdficant at the .05 level.
Tab 61 i i the inc s
to manage the task of
schoolly byfisif1t.Lon a wer e not
of
en or years A s f
t; wa s at s ANOVA test.
that school enrol nt
t.h eto
iffe s
ise reque
E;nce did nots of
c
k o f ma ain staf f rnorale.
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Table 61
Expertise Requi for Public Relations by Secondary School
Enrollment and Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals
Source
--~.-----------
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Total
df 55 MS F
2 .712 .356 .680
2 .017 .009 .016
4 7.117 1.779 3.398*
190 99.498 .524
198 107.357
*Significant at the .05 level.
rrable 62
l Maintaining Good Staff Morale
LYC'""'")'lLUary School Enrol nt r of Iowa
S School Princi Is
._-----------------_._...--_...._----- --
Source
Enrol nt
df
2 1. 083 .S42
p
1.039
ience 2 .745 .372 *714
Total
4
190
193
3.104
99,046
104.211
.776
.521
1. 489
Not ~3 '+'l L .05 level.
Principals! perceptions of
expertise
98
to the task of planning and conducting faCUlty
meetings were influenced significantly by secondary school
enrollment, as shown in Table 63.
Table 63
Expertise Required for Planning and Conducting Faculty
Beetings by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience
of Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source
Enrollment
Expe enee
Interaction
Error
Total
df 58 MS F
2 2 .872 1 .436 3
·
227*
2 1
·
542
·
771 ].
·
732
4 1
·
665
·
416
·
935
190 84
·
569
·
445
8 91 .497
ificant at the .05 level.
illust in 64 1 prine Is of BC Is
th enrol nts of 201 through 400 the
ed for the p 1 and conducting of fa gs
as more t than incipals of ools ng less
than 200 ater than 401 students.
Principals were not fluenced s 1
, f
~- in
their tions of rtise requi to the
t k f 'f ev staff~as· 0- or ntatl0n 0 n.~ memce r s secondary school
enrollment 0 "".."·1 ars of ence, as indica in 65.
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'l'ab1e 64
Expertise Required for the Planning and Cond' t' o·f...
I t t' . uc lng .Facti y Mee:lngs ~y Secondary School Enrollment
Categorles uSlng ~ MUltiple Range Test:
Least Square Dlfference Procedure
0-200
201-400
401-
0-200 201-400
.3348*
401-
.0365
-.2983*
*Significant at the .05 level.
Table 65
Expertise Required for Orientation of New Staff Members by
Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
Source
Enrollment
Interaction
Error
1
icant at the ,05 level.
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Neither secondary school enrollment nor years of
experience influenced significantly the principals' percep-
tions of the expertise required to manage the task of
promotion of professional growth of teachers, as revealed
in Table 66.
Table 66
Expertise Required for Promotion of Professional Growth of
Teachers by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df SS HS F
Enrollment 2
·
705 .352 .609
Experience 2 .679 .340 .588
Interaction 4 4
·
367 1 .092 1 . 888
Error 190 109
·
853 .578
.......",-----....__....._~_.
~:otal 198 115 . 930
Not significant at the .05 level.
The rtise ired to manage the task of main-
ta af tive CUHUll\..U cations wi students as perce
by princ l' n f l 'le nc ed sianificantly by sIs were not, :.>
enrol t or ars of '~Au<::: .s, ience, as shown in
Table 67.
t l' nf l upnced significantlyPrincipals were no ..... -- " their
Y'r<n1C','" ions of th a rtise to ta
ke ng s intendant formed second
schoo
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enrollment or years of experience, as indicated in Table 68.
Table 67
Expertise Required for Maintaining Effective Communications
with Students by Secondary School Enrollment and Experience
of Iowa Secondary School Principals
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 2.016 1. 008 1. 793
Experience 2 .161 .081 .143
Interaction 4 1.831 .458 .814
Error 190 106.793 .562
Total 198 110.935
Not significant at the .05 level.
'I'abLe 68
I,'"n~~+- ise u ed for Keeping Superintendent In
by Second School Enrollment and Experience of
Iowa Secondary School Prine Is
-----------------
Error
Source
Enrollment
rience
I t
Total
df SS MS F
2 .153 .076 .107
2 574 .287 .402
·
4 2 812 703 .986
·
191 136
·
225 .713
199 139
·
955
si i icant at the .05 level.
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'I'able 69 ahows that principals were not influenced
significantly by years of experience or the secondary school
enrollment in how they perceived the expertise required to
manage the task of input into teacher selection.
Table 69
Expertise Required for Input into Teacher Selection and
Assignment. by Secondary School Enrollment and
Experience of Iowa Secondary School
Principals'
Source df SS MS F
Enrollment 2 2.402 1. 201 2.813
Experience 2 .147 .074 .173
Interaction 4 1. 809 .452 1. 060
Error 191 1. 496 .427
'I'ot.a L 199 85.920
Not significant at the .05 level.
As in Ie 70, the prine s' percept or
the rtise r ired to manage the task of representing
the school in associations were not influenced significant
by second s~HU'Jl enrol or ars of ence.
Ie 71 s s re wer e no significant dif
among prine Is concern the amount of expertise re-
in relation to s ec-onoar or their
ars f
"",UHC,,,-,-tteesth advi
I enrol
of working
s
thequired to
exper L\
'-- .
Table 70
Expert~_se . Required for Representing
Assoc~at1.ons by Secondary School Enrollment
Experlence of Iowa Secondary School Pr.t.",-,.LIW'CI!..L
Source
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
E.::-ror
df SS MS F
2
·
309
·
154 .229
2 3
·
201 1
·
601 2 .373
4 3
.'
430
·
858 1 .272
191 128
·
808
·
674
199 135
·
755
Not significant at the .05 level.
Tablr:: 71
Expert ise Ref! J Ad for Vlorking wi t1: Adv i sory Commi ttees by
Secondary School Enrol t and ence of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
'---------- .- '-------
Source df HS F
'--- ------------'--'--------'-'--'"
Enroll Llen t
I
rience
t n
2 2~2G4 1.112
2 1. 777 , 889
4 3 .063 .766
2.003
1. 573
1. 355
Error 191 107.919 .565
---_.,------
ToLll
-----------_. -_.••.,,,_._---_._----
199 116.000
Nc)t . ,..'.3JqnJ,T ant at .05 level.
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Table '72 indicates that the perceptions of prin-
c we.re influenced signif antly by years of experience
in regard to the
plant management.
rtise needed to manage the task of
Table 72
for Plant Management by Secondary School
Expe··::.'.ence of Iowa Secondary School
1;;.( Ls
Source
Enrol nt. 2 .980 .490 .929
In ce r a c t; 4
3.345
.458
100.741
1.672
.114
.527
3.171*
.217
199 106.000
';;:3igni ric&nl: at the .05 level.
As s n 1. 1 - Le 7'3. inci 13 or 111C'X:
ara of experLcnco as a princiral percei a need
inc s with 9 to 12 years
Table -; icat.e s that: th('~ ions of i-
if C ,ttl t; 1v b '( size of the
lmsnt in to the expertise
t~G r:'i(J. fl~) b of allocated
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Table 73
Expertise Heguired for Plant Management by Years of
Experience Categories using a MU1~iple Range Test:
Least Square Difference Procedure
----------_....:=-=-=-=-=-=--==================
1-8
9-12
13-
---------
1--8 9-12
-.2211
13-
.1757
.3968*
*Significant at the .05 level.
'I'ab Le 74
Expertise
Seconda
red for Distribution of Allocated Funds by
School Enrollment and Experience of Iowa
Secondary School Principals
Source
--_._----_....
Enrollment
Experience
Interaction
Error
Total
df
2
2
4
191
199
55
6.194
.957
6.473
129.771
143.020
ns
3.097
.479
1. 618
.679
F
4.558'*
.704
2.382
-------_._--------------_.._---------
ficant at the .05
Table 75 illustrates
L
t principals with student
enrollment of 201 to 400 rceivedthe e ise required
for distribut of alloca funds as more important
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than did principals in schools of enrollments of less than
200.
Table 75
Expertise Required for the Distribution of Alloc~ted Funds
by Enrollment Categories using Multiple Range Test:
Least Square Difference Procedure
_.-------_._---
0-200
201-400
401-
0-200 201-400
.4174*
401-
.1744
.243
*Significant at the .05 level.
Table 76 indicates that the perceptions of princi-
pals were not influenced significantly by secondary enroll-
ment or years of rience as to the amount of expertise
required to manage the task of the development of building
policies.
Table 77 is a ranking of the perceptions of the
importance of e of the thirty-one tasks by the aver
means of t.wo ~~·~~·~ary principals who part ipated
this study. rankings are listed from one which was
most important to four ch was of ast
T Ie 78 is a ranki of the rc ions of t he
expertise ired to each of thirty-one tasks
aver means of the two secondary incipals
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who participated in this study. The rankings are listed
from one which required the most expertise to manage the
task to four which required the least expertise to manage
the task.
Table 76
Expertise Required for Development of Building Policies
for Students and Staff by Secondary School Enrollment
and Experience of Iowa Secondary School Principals
.__._------._.._-_._----
Source
Enrollment
Interaction
Error
'r'otal
df
2
2
4
191
199
SS MS F
.265 .133 .348
1. 275 .638 1. 674
1.691 .423 1.110
72.768 .381
76.195
--------_._.- -----------_._---~----_.
Not significant at the .05 level.
Tab s 77 and 78 show some similarity between
incipals' ions of importance of a task and the
amount of expertise that is to manage the ta
is s 1ari can be in the first eight tasks
lis very little variation in ran~ the tasks are
same i.n c a c h
The tasks of high importance in both tables
ch uiced a hi ee of rtise are areas of
cializ skills necessary to work with teachers and
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Table 77
Ranks of rty·'·one Tasks According to the Importance
of each 'I'ask as Perceived by 200 Imva Secondary
School Principals
--------_.
Task
1. Formal evaluation of personnel
Ranking by Averaging
of the 200 Means
1. 236
2. Student control and maintenance of
discipl
3. Input into teacher selection and
assignment:
4. Maintaining good staff morale
5. Student scheduling
1.255
1. 300
1.327
1. 380
6. Deve
students
of building policies for
and s t.a f f 1. 440
7. CurriculuM development 1. 470
8. cf ect
nts
comrnun s
1. 503
9. Public relations 1. 530
10. Knowled
search
e of sent rights
seizure, etc.)
(due process,
1.565*
11. Dele tjon of responsi ty to staff 1.605*
12. Kee
13.
the superintendent informed
nt (discriminate in
importance of projects,
and issues)
1.635*
1.640
14. k vow I of
on (court dpcisions,
rulings, tea r di ssal,
D.P. I.
etc. )
of
1.660
15. Or n t on of staff meTIUJers 1. 690
16. Long-r nge pJanning of programs 1.715
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Table 77 (continued)
Task
-----------.
Ranking by Aver'aq i.nq
of the 200 Means
17.
18.
19.
20.
Developing
teacher
Handling of
Supervis
extra-
Plann
meetings
implementing
ce programs
ievances
of co-curricular and
lar activities
conducting faculty
1.940
1. 955
1. 965
1.975*
21. Distribution of allocated funds 1.976*
22. Plant 2.020*
23. Planni
curricular
co-curricular and extra-
act ities 2.025
24. Supervision of soccial educat
progr (.-lH1:::') 2.101
P'r omotLorr25.
tea s
profess nal growth of
2.176
26. esenting the school in associations
(athletic, principals' association, etc.) 2.225
27 • ement of non-certifi personnel 2.265
28. ltJorking is committees 2.290
29. Standardiz
30. T na
identi
lems
31" Conduc inC]
test inte etation
inate in
of pro j ec t s ,
5 )
cat nal resea
2.392
2.655
2.794*
*Ind atcs tasks with a significant variable at
.05 1 0 si ni ie nec.
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Table 78
Ranks of Thirty-one Tasks According to the Expertise
Required to Complete each Task as Perceived by 200
Iowa Secondary School Principals
Task
1. Formal evaluation of personnel
Ranking by Averaging
of t.he 200 Means
1. .296*
2. Student control and maintenance of
discipline
3. Curriculum development
4. Input into teacher selection and
assignment
1.430
J.• 465
1.480
5~ Knowledge of students' rights (due process,
search and seizure, e t.c , ) 1.515
6. Mainta ing good staff morale 1.588
7. Develu'_""'-=l t of building policies
students and staff
for
1.595
8. Student sc uli 1.610
9. Working knowledge of legal aspects of
education (court isions, D.P.I. rulings,
teacher di ssal, etc.) 1.623
10. Handling of grievances 1.685**
11. Maintaining effect
with s ents
cormnunications
1.754
12. Delegation of res sibili to staff 1.770
13. T
14. Public relations
.i n at.e in
of project~; r
1.780
1.805**
15. -range lann 9 of
16. .i n q nd 1 erne n
c e p roq r am s
tnacher
1.900
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Table 78 (continued)
Task
Ranking by Averaging
of the 200 Means
------------<--------,--------------
17. Orientation of new staff members 1. 945
18. Supervision of special education programs 1.949
19. Planning and conducting faculty meetings 2.055*
20. Distribution of allocated funds 2.070*
21. Plant management 2.100*
22. Standardized test interpretation 2.156**
23. Planning for co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities 2.210
24. Conducting educational research 2.221
25. Kee p i.riq e superintendent informed 2.235
26. Promo on of professional growth of
teachers 2.256
a isory committees 2.300
28. Management of non-certified personnel 2.320
29. Supervision of eral pr-oq r ams 2.370
30. S sion of co-curricular
curricular activit s
extra-
2.390
31. resen ng the school in associations
(ath tic, princi lsI association, etc.) 2.465
*Indj.cates tasks wi
.05 level 0 significance.
a significant var Ie at
**Ind
v a r i.ab Le a at
ates tasks a si ificant
.05 level of significance.
act
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students.
The tasks ranked the lowest importance in both
tables and; which z equ i.r-e the least expertise to manage
appear to be those in areas of supervision and areas of
planning orr long-·range goals.
C~apter 4 has been a presentation of the statis-
tical results obtained from the gathered data. In Chapter
5, findings; of the study, conclusions and recommendations
are presented.
Chapter 5
FINDINGS K CONCLUSIONS 1 AND RECO:f.1MENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to obtain perceptions
of practic principals of the importance of thirty-one
identified s and their perceiv~d amount of expertise
needed to each given task. The variables of size of
secondary school enrollment and years of experience as a
principal w7e r e traduced to determine if these variables
signi cant in need the perceptions of principals.
Procedures
s t.rume rrt. utiliz in this study was a ques-
t nnaire \~, .icli 'ddS val ted and then sent to 232 of Iowa's
secondary s 001 inc ls. From a stratified population,
a random group wa est lished to serve as a sample.
principals
of thir
re asked to ind their perceived importance
-one ntified tasks and ind the amount
of e r t.Ls o rcei was necessary to manage each of
the tasks.
A two-factoI anal is of variance was to
test the outcomes related to the hypotheses. In se
instances ere a significant F value was observed a t
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significant difference t-test was utilized to determine
pairs of groups significantly different at the .05 level.
Additional analysis of the data was conducted and presented
in two tables which give the mean rank order of the
importance of each task and the expertise required to
manage each of the tasks as perceived by the 200 principals
who participated in this study.
The three groups of secondary school enrollment and
the three groups of years of experience as a secondary prin-
cipal as designated for this study will be referred to in
this chapter in the following manner for the purpose of
reporting the results of the study.
Enrollment size:
Small - 32-200 students
Medium - 201-400 students
Large - above 401 students
Years of pvnprience as a principal:
Least ex nee - 1-8 years
n~·~~rate rience - 9-12 years
Most rience - 13 through highest years
Find
The f o Ll.ow i. hypothesis was tested using a two-
factor analysis of var~a1!~G
are no dif
pe:c ivcd
task of scconda
inc; size cate
rences among the" means conce ng
rt nc of nistrat
prine Is of schools of differ-
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Results of the Fisher least square difference procedure
indicated that pairs of group~ that were significantly
different at the .05 level occurred within the following
tasks:
1. The importance of delegation of responsibility
to staff (Table 10). Principals of schools with medium or
large student enrollment perceived delegation of responsi-
bility to staff as more important than did principals of
smaller schools.
2. The importance of conducting educational re-
search (Table 17). Principals of secondary schools with
large student enrollment perceived the conducting of educa-
tional research as more important than principals of
secondary schools wi th medium or small student enrollment.
3. The importance of p nning and conducting
faculty meetings (1' Ie 27). P nc s in secondary
schools with medium student enrollment perceived the
importance of planning and conducting faculty meetings as
more important than secondary principals with large
small s t enrollment.
4. 'The .i.rapo rt.anoe of plant management (Table 38).
Pr i Is in seco ary S Is with mediwn student enroll~
ment perceived ant as more important than pr
cipals of secondary s Is small student enrollment.
5. The importance of the distribution of allocated
s (Table 40). Pr Z11s of s e ry schools
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medium or large student enrollment perceived the d.i.s t.rLhu-:
tion of al funds as more important than did
secondary inc-AC.,;.,U-..LS In schools of small student enr-oLf.ment..
The f oL].. ovling hypothesis was tested using a two-
factor arie.Lys a a variance:
'I'h.ere cl2f>2 no differences among the means concerning
the perc~eived importance of each administrative
ta of:: secondary principals of varying administra-
tive experience.
As in the above. the Fisher least square difference pro-
cedure was appl where significance did occur in the
analysis of var ance. The procedure indicated significance
did occur f o Ll.ow.inq tasks:
1. The importance of knowledge of student rights
(Table 20) • SeC(:>nd principals with the least experience
perceived th ledge of s ents' rights as more
important than
experience~
id se a princi Is with the most
importance of keeping the superintendent
informed 1 32) • Secondary school principals with the
most s f c: rience ceived the task of keeping the
superin nt .1.;1 armed as more important than d prin-
cipals with mod rate aI's of rience.
3. rtance of plant Ie 38).
Secondary L1L~.~pals of schools medium student enroll-
ment perceived p t nt as more important than did
p 1s of schools th small student enroll-
ment.
As
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preceding, the following hypothesis was
tested USin9- a t\'I!o-factor analysis of variance:
There aI:-e no differences among the means concerning
the perc'C.ived expertise required to manage each
admj.nistrative task of secondary principals of
schools of differing size categories.
The Pisher square difference procedure was applied
where significance did occur in the analysis of variance.
The procedure indicated significance did occur within the
following ·tasks:;
1. The expertise required for the formal evalua-
tion of pe~~·'~·~~·~' (Table 51). Principals of schools with
enrollment perceived the expertise required
to manage
tant than
enrollment.
e rroal evaluation of personnel as more impor-
pr ipals of schools with small student
2. rtise re ired for the planning and
conducting of ul meetings (T 64) • principals of
secondary medium student enrollment perceived
the annlng and conducting of
facul as more rtant than d principals of
s of small student enrol~""~H
3 • ,...'r c a s e .1. distribution of
allocat s T Le 75) Is with
st nt c::nrol nt the expertise required
for distr n al c funds as more important
than d sC'con l11C s in schoolS \Ai small stu-
dent enrol rrt .
As
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preceding, the following hypothesis was
tested using a tVlo--factor analysis of variance:
There
the
admin
of
are no differences among the means concerning
expertise required to manage each
i ve task of secondary school principals
administrative experience.
The Fisher least square difference procedure was applied
where s i gni f -L.~,U'"lH.~£'; did occur in the analysis of variance.
The procedure indicated significance did occur within the
following
1. expertise required for plant management
(Table 73). principals with the most years of
experience pe r-ce
the school ant
a need for more expertise in managing
an did secondary principals with moderate
years of nec.
Addit
were:
1 fi s in regard to the data tested
1 . ificant interaction between the variables
of enrol nt nd ars of rience occurred in tasks
deal t uired to manage a given task.
e if t sKs where signif ant raction was ob-
se were:
e r o r e t.a t. 11
n n d l of grievances, standardized test
lie
2. 77 d 78 show C1 corre on using
e r Coe f f nt resulting in a Rho of .74.
The f hi r nke d ta s in order of importance were:
formal eval at o personnel, st nt control and
1 t input te selection
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assignment, maintaining good.staff morale, and student
scheduling. The five lowest ranked tasks in order of
importance were listed as follows: management of non-
certified personnel, working with advisory committees,
standardized test interpretation, time management, and the
conducting of educational research. The five tasks re-
quiring the most expertise to manage were listed as: formal
evaluation of personnel, student control and maintenance
of discipline, curriculum development, input into teacher
selection and assignment, and knowledge of students rights.
The f tasks requiring the least expertise to manage were:
working wi th advisory commi ttees, management of non-certified
personnel, su rvision of federal programs, supervision of
co-curricular and extra-curricular ties, and e-
senting the school associations.
Conci ions
Some significant rela onships were found to st
r of conclus ss may be drawn from
dings of the study. However, given
si ficant results, no one of the
es can be conclusively rejected.
f
of
as reported
the 1 ted n
major research
Even so, a
1. Di f renc(~s in size of secondary schools
had no major effect on t tance Iowa
placed on ific administrative tasks.
incipals
2. Differences in size of SeCOlli(12lX
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no major effect on Iowa secondary school prLncLpaLs I per-
ceptions of the expertise required to manage specific
administrative tasks.
3. Differences in years of experience of Im\7a
secondary school principals had no major effect on their
perceptions of the expertise required to manage specific
administrative tasks.
4. Differences in years of experience of Iowa
secondary school principals had no major effect on the
importance they place on specific administrative tasks.
5. Significant interaction of school size and
years of experience was evident only in tasks which dealt
with rceptions of the degree of expertise required to
manage an identjf task.
6 . rank of the entified tasks indic
that secondary princi Is found areas of special ed sk Is
necessary to work w h teachers and students as more impor-
tant than tasks
tional outcomes.
uiring rvision or planning educa-
On basis of the conclusions drawn from the data
presented in
appropriate.
s study/the following recommendations seem
ReCUJltH,C:::U'UC, ions
1. As a rule, institutes of highe~ education or
agencies re n81b1 for inservice not
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considered school enrollment size or years of experience as
a principal as factors in their training programs. Based
on the findings of this research, it is recmnmended that
institutes of higher education and agencies responsible for
inservice programs should not consider school size or years
of experience as a principal as factors in the development
of their programs for Iowa principals.
2. As a rule, institutes of higher education or
agencies responsible for inservice programs have not estab-
lished course content or inservice content that is based on
practicing principals1perceptions of important tasks. In
light of the findings of this research project, it is
recommended that institutes of higher education and agencies
responsible for inservice programs should implement and
develop
perceived
rams for princi Is that reflect tasks that are
pr cipals as being ta s of high importance
and require a high degree of expertise in specialized skills
necessary to work with teac rs students.
3.
occurri In
existence of significant interact
anal is of ce tasks invo
expertise ired to these tasks is an area that
, significdDt interact
grievances, s
findings of
in the handling of
tation, and public
on
occur
Bas
test
lored.
ardiz
furthershou
relations. It is recomme that further study and re~
search in the e areas be which is beyond scope
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of this s-tudy.
4. This study should .be r~plicated periodic~lly as
emerging social and cultural trends may necessitate a
reidentification of tasks that are associated with the
secondary principalship.
As a rule, institutes of higher education or agencies
responsible for inservice programs have not addressed to
any great extent the area of expertise that is required to
manage tasks associated with the secondary principalshi~.
Based on the findings of this study, a high degree of
expertise is required in areas that require specialized
skills necessary to work with teachers and students. It is
r e commended that institutes of higher education and agencies
responsible for inservice programs should take into con-
sideration the area of ex rtise required to manage ta s
associated th the princi Iship when they develop and
implement programs for instruction of secondary princ s.
The lications of this study on the direction that
shou be taken in future ams for the instruction of
principals i icates that greater emphasis should be placed
on s lIs necessa to work with students and teachers.
The study indicates that wh eri developing instruc-
t 1 pr rams for seconda inci Is, institutes of
higher educat au t into account that
nc th very few exe tions, the nce
and rtlse required of the ta s r f o rrn are
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same regardess of the size of the school they administer
and the num.e r of years that they have been a principal.
In the r e La.Lvely few areas that were found to be influ-
enced by sClool size or years of experience as an adminis-
trator, exta care should be exercised in the development
of the curr.c u l.um to cope effectively with the differences
in percept~ns that were encountered.
It 5 hoped tha t the implications of this research
study will )8 explored and utilized by institutes of higher
education ~d inservice agencies to better meet the needs
of secondan principals.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
PROPOSED QUESTIONNAIRE
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COLUl--iN I: Task Area
COLUMN II
Importance
of Task
COLUHN III
Degree of
Expertise
Required
1. Student Scheduling 1 2 3 4
2. Supervision of Federal
Programs 1 2 3 4
3. Time Management (discriminate
in identifying importance of
projects, problems and
issues) 1 2 3 4
4. Supervision of co-curricular
and extra-curricular
activities 1 2 3 4
5. Planning for co-curricular
and ex1::ra-cnrricular
activi t s 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
6. Handling of grievances
7. Delegation of res sibility
to staff
8. Supervision of sial
education ograms
9. Formal evaluat n of
rsonnel
I 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
10. Stand lzed test inte
tat ion 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
11. Management of non-certified
personnel
12. Student control
tenance of discipl
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
13. Co 1::i
research
ucational
I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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COLUMN III
COLUHN II Degree of
Importance Expertise
COr..UMN I : IH~ea of Task Required
14
·
Curricu development 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
15
·
Knowledge student rights
(due s search and
seizure , . ) 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
16 Devel implementing
· teacher ervice programs 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
17
·
Working of legal
aspects ion ( court
decis ,,1' D .P . I . rulings ,
teacher d 5S a1 , etc . ) 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
18
·
Long planning of
programs 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
19
·
Public s 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
20 1"lainta staf f
·
morale 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
21
·
Plannin uct 9
faculty I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
22
·
Or tat II new staf f
r a 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
2 3
·
Promot 0
q r-ow t.h 0 fC t.e a s 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4L
24
·
Ha ]~ nL eom-
municatio st s 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
25
·
t
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
26
·
Input che r s 1eet n
a s s 1 1. 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
27
·
sent school in
associa ti Lo r.Lo ,
incipa 1 a oc t ('
'"
,
etc ) 1 2 .3 4 1 2 3 4.
2 8
·
.i n o t h L SCi!-Y
t 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
I: Task Area
----------------
COLUMN II
Importance
of Task
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COLUMN III
Degree of
Expertise
Required
29. P gement 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
30. ion of allocated
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
31. Deve of building
policies for students and
s f 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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APPENDIX B
LE~rTER ACCO~!1PANYING PROPOSI:D QUESTIONNAIRE
December 1, 1980
Dear
In partial completion of a doctoral program at Drake
University, I'm conducting a study wh i.ch involves the use of
a questionnaire that lists important ta s associated with
the principalsh s list was compiled by: (l) conduct-
ing a review of literature, (2) frequent correspondence with
principals, and (3) attendance at meetings, conventions r
inservices, school board meetings, etc., over the past ~en
years.
I'm at the int in the study that I need to validate
the en osed stionnaire by obtaining input from past and
present principals as to whether the tasks listed are the
important tasks of inc Is in state of Iowa. I
realize that this list is not inc ive of all t associ-
ated w i t.h trw inc ] ship. As you well know, if it were
inclusive, the list could eva into a small book as each
s choo L district added tC) the list its schools' on
the principal. It is inte t tasks listed are an
accurate r e p r c entat n of task s commonly assoc th
the .i no ipaLsn
Attached to the questionnaire is a
trust you w i L'I use if you comments
eluded a self-address st enve
the worksheet.
wozk that I
to make. I have in-
you to return
I sh to thank in advance
s ration in the ev luat n of t
that ay I be 0 a to
t i.oria.I e rid e a vo rs •
your t eon-
stionna I hope
in one of your educa-
Re s p ec t f u Ll.y ,
A. L.
Past Prine I and current
Gr uate Assistant
Dr Un rsi
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APPENDIX C
V']ORKSHEET ACC01Jl.PANYING PROPOSED QUESTIONNAIRE
Please check appropriate res se , If response is yes I
please be ecific and 1 t needed changes below each cate-
gory Li, s ted.
I. Are there areas that need
clarification? Yes No
--- ---
II. Is too much emphasis placed in any
area? Yes No
III. Do you have any suggested additions? Yes No~__
IV. Do you have any s
deletions? Yes No
---
Addit al Cornme n t
Do you wa nt: an
comp ted?
tract of e dissertation it is
Yes
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APPENDIX D
COVER LET'I'ER
January 6, 1980
Dear Principal:
your a s s Ls t.ance in completing the eu-
clo ire which is part of a doctoral study on
the of graduate course content and inservice
needs. the identification of task importance
and e d to manage tasks that a determination
can be made graduate course content and inservice
needs of secondary school principals in the state of Iowa.
stionnaire is a cover sheet con-
in and instructions for the comple-
the qUEstionnaire. As note~ please respond to the
ified areas as you perceive them in your school and
str responses across all levels of importance
and
this research project will result in
hp used to mept the ational S
state of Iowa. If you would a
of e ssertation, please
a eh ck in the s ce prov at
of r e . I in-
s stamped enve you to return
leted questionnaire.
It is
.in f'or-ma tioD
of inc al
of the
ate
of Ute
a self-
cover she
ce for your time con-
stionnaire cover
to you in one
avors.
in
oorno Le t; ion 0 f
samed Ithat
ona1lleat
I wish t.o
ion
I
Re ectfully,
x . L.
Past Pr
Gr ate
Dr U
Current
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APPENDIX E
Dr
Needed I
questions:
S F'OR COlvlPLETION OF QUESTIONNAIRE
P lease answer the following three
1. Tot.al rmmbe.r' of years as a principal?
2. Nu.rober of years in present position as principal?
3. NUJ.x!ber of principalships since first becoming a
prine I?
Direct.ions Completion of the Questionnaire
I - the identified task areas are listed.
2. Column II - Circle the number representing the
-LIU."·J'-'L tance of the identif task in your school
perceive its importance using the
9 scale.
#1 - !\i1a jar anee
#2 - I tant.
#3 - !''llnor I rtance
rtanee
3. Column I I - Circle
ert. i r e ir to
as ree it in
1 Be Le ,
er representing the
the identif task
school using the
#1 - i h d.e
k n ow led
ree of e
of all
rtise
as cts
led
'# 2 - rte .i urn
II 1 d
ree of expertise
o all as ets of
ring some
task.
#3 - 1:0\'J d e q ree 0 f
knowled of all
rtise
cts
little
task.
#4 - No part eular e
t.a
rtise to
Note: Plea tribute u r res ses across all levels of
r t. a n.c an(j e rt. 1. s c us g
QUESTIONNAIRE
COLUMN I: Ta Area
COLUMN II
Importance
of Task
cOLurwm
Degree of
Expertise
Requ~red
1. Student s
2. Supervis
programs
1
of Federal
1
2 3 <1
2 3. 4
1 2 3.
123
3. 'r tt.~',1npnt: (disc r irninate
ing tance of
oblems and issues) l 2 3 4 123
4
·
Supervi s 0 f co-curri cn lar
and ext: r a ~-'=1U rr l cuIar
act ivities I 2 3 4 1 2 3
5
·
Plannin g co-curr ieular
and ext ra--c\Jrr lar
activi t s 1 2 3 4 1 2 3
6 Handl 9 a c r nee c' 1 2 3 4 1 2 3.
·
j z»
7
·
De lega t: on 0 f rE~ s p o n s ib i 1 i ty
to s t <'I. f 1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3.
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
cia 1
of
non-certifi
test: inter e-
c t on 1
t
main-
i~,c 1 n e
devel ntCurricu urn
9. Formal eva
rsonn 1
8 .
14.
13. Conduct n
resear h
12. Sent-
tenanc
11. t.1ana
son 1
10. Standard i, z
tation
15. Kriow
e
seizure, e
t r i hts
r 11 and
\
. } 1 2 3 4 123
COLUMN I :: l'l.rea
16 Deve implementing
· teacher e programs 1 2 3 4. 1 2. .3 4
17
·
lIVorking e 0 f 1 1
a s.pe ct.s 0 f ( court
dec 1 5ions , n . p . I . rul ing5 ,
teacher d i ssal e tc ) 1 2 3 4. 1 2. ~. 4, . ,,}
18
·
Long r p 1 ann ing 0 f
programs .1 2. 3 4. 1 2. :3 .~
19
·
Pu.b 1 i c reL at i ons 1 2 3 4. 1 2 :3
20 ta g sta f f morale 1 2 3 .4 1 2. -j
·
J
21
·
Plann conduct ing
facu 1 ty mee 9 s 1 2 3 .4 1 2 ~tj
22
·
Oriental n 0 f new sta f f
member 1 2 3 .4 1 2. "s j
23 P'rorno t. i()Jl 0 r- pro ft~ s s na 1
·
r s 1 2 3 4 1 2 3
ttla, c t ive com-
1 t h s n .Jo_ s 1 2 3 4 1 2 3t-
he p e r in te nt
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1 'to r se I ect
nrn t, 1 2 3 4 I 2 3
27 00 1 ie 1'1 S n
n
,
et i ci- r
inc n c"0 ,
e tc . ) 1 2 3 4 1 2 3
Work t i a ry
comm 1 2 3 4 1 2 3.L
29 P t 1 2 3 4 1 2 3. n
r' str l 0 .1::- a I lac aVI. .L
5 I 2 3 4 1 2 3
31 . Deve t: .L 1 cr
0 cn t -C"",.:>
sLa f.(" 1 2 3 4 1 ") 3..r." ..,L 4.
I 1
